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Abstract
  _________________________________________________________    

This thesis addresses the question of how to deploy the infrastructure for wireless
networks carrying high data rate services. It starts from the assumption that a major
part of the costs for installing wireless infrastructure is caused by antenna site acqui-
sition, planning of network coverage and capacity as well as manpower for setting up
and wiring the antenna sites. Specific attention is therefore paid to simplifying the
network installation and hence reducing the overall costs. The results show that the
proposed user-deployment approach, where Access Points (APs) are set up by the
customers themselves, can achieve coverage and data rates comparable to pre-planned
networks with properly placed and wired APs. Typical for user-deployment is that
APs are set up in an ad-hoc fashion, wherever wireless access is needed and a wired
backbone infrastructure is available.

A number of typical usage scenarios are developed for identifying characteristic
situations and places where high data-rate applications are likely to be used. Service
requirements and essential technical parameters are derived and motivated, based on
these scenarios. A system design is proposed, featuring an air-interface with multi-
carrier modulation and slow link-adaptation. Both coverage and capacity of this sys-
tem, which achieves link-layer data rates between 40 and 130Mbps, are then studied
in the different usage scenarios.

The user-deployment approach, a core supposition in this thesis, requires the con-
sidered networks to be operated in an unlicensed fashion. Sufficient spectrum for un-
licensed wireless services is allocated around 5, 17, 24 and 60GHz. The 5GHz band
has been studied thoroughly in conjunction with the development of HiperLAN/2 and
IEEE 802.11. This thesis focuses on the 17 and 60GHz bands and assumes that the
performance of a system operating at 24GHz can be to some extent approximated
from these results.

An in-depth investigation of propagation properties at 17 and 60GHz shows that
achievable cell radii are rather small. Shadowing severely impairs coverage and
achievable data rates of a wireless network. A large number of APs is therefore neces-
sary for providing sufficiently high signal levels to transmit high data rates. The shad-
owing problem is particularly severe for ad-hoc installations. Two different deploy-
ment scenarios and their impact on the system performance are investigated: arbitrary
placed, wall-mounted APs and regularly placed, ceiling-mounted APs. The first repre-
sents the user-deployment paradigm and is certainly the cheapest method; the latter
requires coarse network planning and suitable wiring and will hence be more costly.

Results show that both installation methods achieve comparable performance for
dense infrastructures, e.g. indoor environments. Since user-deployment is simpler and
cheaper, it should be preferred in this case. Sparse networks are typical for large, open
buildings or outdoor areas. In that case, regular installation should be favored, since
cells typically overlap very little and achieving coverage is difficult. Consequently,
some form of network planning is needed.

The 60GHz band is best suited for indoor applications with a dense infrastructure,
since achievable cell radii are very limited. However, very high data rates and capaci-
ties can be offered due to the large amount of bandwidth allocated at 60GHz. If ca-
pacity is less important, the 17GHz band should be preferred. The better propagation
characteristics allow larger cells and fewer APs are required for reliable coverage, but
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the attainable network capacity is limited by the rather small amount of unlicensed
spectrum.

User-deployment is generally suitable for indoor applications. A slightly denser in-
frastructure will be required to compensate for the lack of network planning, but the
costs for additional hardware will be likely insignificant compared to the potential
savings by avoiding coverage planning and additional wiring.
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1. Introduction
  _________________________________________________________    

Wireless communication is expanding rapidly. Cellular, cordless and satellite tele-
phones, computers with infrared interfaces or wireless Local Area Networks (LANs)
are just a few examples. The increasing numbers of wireless devices together with
new, bandwidth-consuming applications fuel the growing demand for more band-
width and higher data rates.

Today, large-area (macro-cellular) coverage for low data rates is available almost
everywhere. Standardization of new 3rd Generation systems for medium data rates (up
to 2Mbps) has been finalized recently and networks will be deployed within the next
years. However, the trend goes to providing even higher data rates in suitable areas,
such as offices or homes as well as public places, e.g. train stations, shopping malls or
airports. Further, the focus shifts from “mobile telephony” to “mobile Internet ac-
cess”, illustrated by the fact that 3rd Generation networks actually are designed with
packet-based air-interfaces. A growing population is using PCs and Internet services
everyday at work and at home, with access speeds of 56kbps via traditional analog
modems up to several Mbps, offered through wired LANs or Digital Subscriber Lines
(DSL). Expectations regarding response times and transmission speeds increase at a
rapid pace and the gap to wireless systems is widening. Questions regarding yet an-
other new generation of wireless communication systems are raised. How could such
a new system look?

This issue is addressed in this thesis. In a first step, we aim at identifying reason-
able requirements for future wireless services. The objective is to find answers to
questions regarding which types of wireless services will customers expect in the fu-
ture and which technologies are available by then. These will help us to design and
evaluate the right type of wireless system and drawing correct conclusions regarding
suitable deployment strategies.

We anticipate customer expectations, economical constraints and potential busi-
ness models for network operators by using a Future Scenario technique, which ana-
lyzes current trends in science, technology and social life to project likely images of
future societies. Predicting the evolution of wireless communication systems is inher-
ently troubled by the long time horizon involved since the infrastructure deployment
usually requires considerable time as well as huge, up-front investments. Making the
right strategic decision is crucial in this business. We will therefore spend substantial
effort in analyzing future trends, user expectations and requirements for future wire-
less systems before engaging in detailed technical design issues, network deployment
strategies and system performance measures.

One of the cornerstones in this thesis is the vision of wireless multimedia commu-
nications at the same price as today’s mobile telephony. This indicates that a major
leap forward regarding higher data rates and cost reduction is required. We envisage
for instance that services like video-conferencing or tele-presence with peak data rates
up to 100Mbps will be commonly used. The technical design of such a system is not
the only challenge. Essential is also the cost issue.

Current systems, such as GSM, IS-95 or UMTS, use frequencies up to about
2.5GHz. Base stations operating in these bands can span cells up to several km in di-
ameter and hence large areas can be covered with relatively few antenna sites. These
types of base stations are expensive. They are installed and maintained by highly paid
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specialists and the cellular networks are planned carefully before being set up. Since
many customers can be reached with such large cells, revenues accumulate and pro-
vide a profitable business model for network operators. This approach works well
when each customer consumes only a small portion of the total system resources (data
rates and wireless spectrum). When considering high data rate services, traditional
concepts may not yield adequate revenues any longer and new approaches are needed.

A single 100Mbps radio-link requires spectrum resources equivalent to 5,000 GSM
channels. Finding sufficiently large blocks of free spectrum leaves only the way up on
the frequency scale. Most frequency bands are already allocated and currently unused
spectrum can only be found around 5, 17, 24 or 60GHz. The problematic propagation
characteristics in these frequency bands make the design of wireless communication
systems difficult. Higher data rates require more power to be transmitted, since the
relation between the received energy per bit, noise power and bit error probability is
fixed for a given coding/modulation scheme. However, transmitter power levels can-
not be continuously increased, since electromagnetic radiation levels for portable de-
vices are rigorously restricted to avoid impairment of the consumers’ health. Further
would high-power radio transmitters considerably drain the batteries of a device and
therefore shorten its operation time. Hence, the maximum distance between base sta-
tion and mobile terminal must be reduced with the increasing data rates. In addition,
the propagation loss increases at higher frequencies, reducing the achievable cell radii
further. An in-depth study of propagation properties in the intended frequency bands
is therefore important and will take up a large part of this thesis. A consequence of the
rather small cell radii is that more antenna sites need to be deployed for covering a
given area, resulting in growing costs for the additional base stations. Besides, net-
work planning is becoming more complex and expensive.

A more pragmatic approach is in place and the methods used for short-range com-
munication systems, such as wireless LANs or Bluetooth networks, provide a prom-
ising paradigm. Infrastructure is installed in an ad-hoc manner wherever wireless ac-
cess is needed. Highly adaptive resource management algorithms provide suitable
fine-tuning once the network is in operation. State-of-the-art wireless LANs operate in
the 2.4 and 5GHz bands and achieve data rates up to 54Mbps.

A thorough analysis of ad-hoc deployment methods is complicated by the inherent
lack of suitable models, since ad-hoc of course translates into “wherever needed” and
“whatever suitable”. Nevertheless is some basic classification required to differenti-
ate between installation methods demanding more effort or less, yielding better or
poorer coverage, achieving higher or lower data rates. A large part of this thesis will
therefore be dealing with this problem and we will develop a simple, yet effective
model for different deployment techniques.

Studying the feasibility of future wireless communications systems cannot be lim-
ited to speculations about possible network architectures, infrastructure deployment
procedures, user requirements or propagation problems. Convincing statements can
only be made by showing that an example system works properly in the relevant us-
age scenarios, frequency bands and environments. The design of such a system, how-
ever, requires analyzing the basic properties of radio channels, studying the impact of
interference in cellular systems as well as discussing different methods of how users
can share the available system resources. We will deal with these problems in differ-
ent chapters and propose a suitable air-interface, choose appropriate multiple access
schemes as well as select proper countermeasures to control interference levels in the
system.
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1.1. Related Work
The design and configuration of a future wireless system involves several aspects. The
first and perhaps most difficult step is to define a practical framework, which specifies
the targeted wireless services, operation environments, expected number of users and
economical constraints. Since the complete cycle of system design, product develop-
ment and network deployment generally requires a number of years, it is necessary to
anticipate expectations of prospective customers in a few years from now. The Future
Scenario technique [1] can be used to identify important trends and develop a realistic
framework of assumptions and requirements.

In a next step, the main problems and challenges involved in designing a practical
system for the given framework can be identified. A good example for such a top-
down approach is given in [2]. The author provides a comprehensive overview about
the principal design choices and an analysis of challenges and tradeoffs involved in
building wireless LAN systems for very high data rates. We will follow the same ap-
proach and discuss in this section the different issues that are relevant in the context of
this thesis as well as provide references to the related literature.

The first issue to be solved when studying wireless systems is a careful analysis of
propagation properties and channel models for the considered frequency bands and
the environments where the network should be operated. We focus in this thesis on
frequency bands between 17 and 60GHz, where the latter causes particular complica-
tions and requires specific attention. At 60GHz, propagation has almost optical char-
acteristics and a resonance of the electromagnetic waves with oxygen molecules
causes a strong additional attenuation to the normal free-space propagation loss. Re-
sults of in-depth propagation studies and channel models for this frequency band can
be found in several publications, for example in [3], [4] or [5]. The optical character-
istic of 60GHz wave propagation is due to the high reflection and absorption loss of
common building materials. Exact measurements of material parameters are hence
required to model accurately the wireless propagation. Suitable results can be found
for example in [6], [7], [8] and [9].

Further detailed studies of propagation issues specifically related to the 17 and
60GHz frequency bands have been conducted on behalf of the UK Radio Communi-
cations Agency and the results are available in [10] and in [11]. Additional publica-
tions from this project can be found in [12] and [13]. Both studies confirm that propa-
gation in the mm-wave bands is essentially restricted to the Line-of-Sight. Therefore,
shadowing effects have a much stronger impact than at lower frequencies. The influ-
ence of human body shadowing at 60GHz was studied in [14], [15] and [16]. It was
found that it severely reduces the received power in the shadow region. Hence, we
need to pay specific attention to the modeling of shadowing effects.

All results in this thesis are based on ray-tracing propagation simulations. The de-
cision for this method was supported by several publications, which verified the accu-
racy of ray-tracing by measurements and discussed both advantages and disadvan-
tages of the different approaches: [17], [18], [19], [20]. Although the much simpler
path-loss model is also frequently used, e.g. in [23], it is not well suited for studying
the influence of different deployment methods. It cannot capture details of a specific
setting, such as the size and shape of a room or doors and windows. However, the lo-
cal environment around a wireless LAN base station, or Access Point (AP), has in-
deed a strong impact on its performance. Hence, we need to model correctly the posi-
tion (e.g. below the ceiling or on desk) and the location around the installation point
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(e.g. a corner or a plane wall) of an AP for drawing appropriate conclusions regarding
different deployment methods. A further advantage of using ray-tracing is the accu-
rate reproduction of the channel impulse response for all simulated sample points,
from which all relevant parameters can be acquired for modeling the wireless channel.

Based on this channel model, a suitable air-interface can then be defined. A num-
ber of publications that discuss and evaluate link-layer issues can be found. Particu-
larly useful in the context of this study is [21], where the authors analyze a coded
OFDM system. They propose an appropriate approach to estimate the system-
coverage and link-throughput by separating the impact of large- and small-scale
fading effects. Consequently, two performance measures are defined, a large- and a
small-scale outage probability, that are well suited for studying high data rate indoor
systems and which we adopt in this thesis.

So far, we have looked at wireless communication only as a point-to-point phe-
nomenon. Considering that typically several devices in a given area transmit and re-
ceive simultaneously, efficient Radio Resource Management (RRM) schemes be-
come important. Again, the intended frequency bands between 17 and 60GHz differ
somewhat form traditional macro- or micro-cellular systems and hence require tai-
lored solutions. In [22], [23] and [24], specific radio resource management problems
for 60GHz systems are discussed.

Apart from propagation- and interference-related issues, which RRM schemes are
expected to take care of, future wireless systems also face a number of additional
challenges, the most prominent being cost reduction. In [25], the authors provide an
excellent overview about how intelligent RRM schemes can both increase the ca-
pacity and reduce the cost of cellular systems. The key argument is that future mo-
bile communication networks should as far as possible be autonomous, or self-
organizing. Possible techniques, such as situation/environment awareness, bunch
networks [71], relaying and dynamic pricing are discussed and evaluated regarding
their potential, benefits and implementation costs.

We motivated earlier in this section that wireless LAN systems are a good para-
digm for user-deployed systems. One example of an emerging wireless LAN standard
is HiperLAN/2. It operates in the 5GHz band and can provide data rates up to
54Mbps. A general overview about HiperLAN/2, its structure and application exam-
ples can be found in [26]. Details about the different link-layer operation modes and
the link-adaptation scheme are published in [27]. A particular challenge for wireless
LAN systems is the design of the distributed resource management. In [28], the
authors describe the Adaptive Frequency Allocation (AFA) algorithm, which is used
in HiperLAN/2. It is not surprising that non-centralized algorithms cause performance
losses and in [29], the authors also quantify the difference between Distributed and
Fixed Channel Allocation (DCA vs. FCA) for a HiperLAN system. The results show
that a FCA scheme generally yields a tighter reuse. In [30], the authors discuss spe-
cifically MAC and link-layer issues of HiperLAN/2 and show system performance
results for an office setting and in an exhibition hall environment.

Test systems are built usually to evaluate the performance of a system design under
practical conditions. A number of publications deal with the implementation issues of
such test systems. Within the ACTS Median project, a prototype 60GHz wireless
LAN was assembled. Results from the tests and measurements with the system in an
indoor office environment are reported in [31]. The OFDM-based prototype achieved
in practical field tests data rates of more than 100Mbps and the results have been pub-
lished in [32] and [33]. Conclusions from this project provided valuable input for this
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thesis, specifically regarding propagation issues, antenna designs and ray-tracing
simulation software. A comprehensive overview of other research projects in wireless
broadband communications can be found in [34] and [35].

Unfortunately, very little information has been published so far regarding large-
scale installations and deployment strategies for wireless broadband networks, such as
wireless LANs. One example is the Wireless Andrew project [36] at the Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh/PA. It is a hybrid architecture for a campus network,
where users can roam between a low-rate (19.2kbps) Cellular Digital Packet Data
(CDPD) network for large-area coverage off-campus and a high-rate (11Mbps) wire-
less LAN infrastructure on-campus. An overview of the system and first experiences
have been published in [37] and [38]. The first of the two references also discusses
some of the problems during the planning and deployment phase of the approximately
350 WaveLAN APs in 30 buildings on the campus.

1.2. Scope of the Thesis and Problem Definition
In this thesis, we study how different approaches for the infrastructure deployment of
high data rate wireless networks influence the coverage and capacity of such systems.
A central assumption in this thesis is the observation that hardware prices are de-
creasing continuously in relation to costs for antenna site acquisition and the man-
power that is required for network planning, installation and maintenance. We there-
fore suppose that the expenses for providing wireless services and hence the price per
received bit can be decreased considerably by reducing or eliminating the two domi-
nating cost factors: manpower and antenna sites.

We first define the terms wireless communication and infrastructure deployment
more precisely. The results from the Future Scenario study allow drawing conclusions
regarding where and how wireless services will be used in coming years. Hence, we
can limit the focus of this thesis to investigating a number of characteristic situations
and environments where wireless communication is likely to be used, and select a
number of typical services, which customers presumably will expect. The problem of
studying wireless communications in general can then be simplified to a case study of
characteristic situations, environments and applications.

The possible strategies for wireless infrastructure deployment are characterized by
using two paradigms: the professional deployment, or regular installation, and user-
deployment, or arbitrary installation, of the APs. Both represent to some extent the
extreme cases in a range of different approaches.

We will further define appropriate conditions with respect to the anticipated per-
formance of the considered networks. This includes the expected data rates, coverage
requirements, bit error probabilities and signal quality.

We can now define the problem that will be investigated in this thesis as follows:

Supplying wireless communication services with defined characteristics (data rate,
coverage, etc.) in a given environment requires specific infrastructure investments
(hardware plus manpower costs per serviced customer). A well-planned and appro-
priately installed network is expected to require fewer Access Points for achieving
coverage and providing the intended services than a system without suitable network
planning. Does this performance gain justify the additional expenses for network
planning and installation, or can user-deployed networks offer a worthwhile alterna-
tive?
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We will hence compare the performance of two different types of wireless networks.
In the first case, APs are installed properly after prior network planning and in the
other case set up by the customers themselves in an ad-hoc fashion, wherever access
to a wired backbone network is available. The difference in performance regarding
coverage and capacity for the two deployment scenarios will be estimated by simula-
tions.

The case study of different environments illustrates where it is feasible to supply
high data rate wireless services. We will recommend what frequency bands are best
suited for a particular environment and what infrastructure densities are required for
achieving coverage and providing sufficient capacity. Three example environments
-an office setting, a shopping mall and an outdoor campus area- are selected as typi-
cal cases, each representing a particular combination of problems and challenges for
a wireless network.

A number of questions are beyond the scope of this work and reasonable assump-
tions are made throughout this thesis if state-of-the-art results or performance figures
are not available. This relates particularly to hardware and implementation issues for
APs and mobile terminals. Examples are non-linearities in amplifiers, filter imple-
mentation losses or power consumption and heat dissipation constraints. Further, all
problems related to wired backbone capacity or latency are neglected.

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A future scenario study with a time frame around 2010…2015 is performed to

specify reasonable system requirements, sketch typical situations for the usage of
wireless services, and identify economical constraints.

• Basic design choices for wireless systems are discussed, evaluated and the deci-
sions regarding network architecture, link-layer implementation and resource
management schemes are motivated.

• Wireless propagation problems at 17 and 60GHz are analyzed thoroughly and
suitable models are proposed to capture the problems caused by human body
shadowing.

• A suitable air-interface design, including a link-adaptation scheme, is proposed
and its performance is evaluated for the channel models identified in the propaga-
tion study.

• A set of characteristic indoor and outdoor environments is described to facilitate
studying the influence of different infrastructure deployment strategies on the
system coverage.

• Two distinct installation methods for APs are identified and suitable models for
the placement of APs and mobile terminals are motivated.

• System-level simulations are carried out to determine the relation between infra-
structure investments, in terms of installed APs per user, and offered capacity,
measured by the achievable data rates per user.
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2. Future Wireless
Communication Architecture

  _________________________________________________________    

2.1. Evolution of Wireless Mobile Communications
The first generation of personal mobile communication systems dates back to the
1980s and appeared in the form of analog Cordless Telephones, standardized in
Europe as CT0, CT1, and CT1+. Cellular services started in 1982 with the Nordic
Mobile Telephone (NMT) system and in 1983 in the US with the Advanced Mobile
Phone Service (AMPS). Both are analog systems and operate in the frequency bands
around 450MHz and 800…900MHz. At that time, systems were bulky and expensive.

Growing consumer demand for wireless services triggered the development and
standardization of a second generation - digital systems with higher efficiency and
lower cost. The most widespread high-tier systems are the European GSM standard
and two North American standards IS-136 and IS-95. In addition, digital low-tier
systems, such as the Personal Handyphone System (PHS) or the Digital European
Cordless Telecommunications system (DECT) appeared on the market.

With the arrival of the Internet in homes and offices, the question of accessing data
services everywhere, with the same convenience as mobile telephony, appeared. Mo-
bile data systems are available since 1983 in the USA (Ardis) and since 1986 in Swe-
den (Mobitex). These systems were designed for specific purposes and usage has been
limited. In 1990, Metricom Inc. launched Ricochet in the San Francisco Bay area - a
multi-hop packet system offering data rates around 16kbps. The current 2nd generation
systems are, due to their high market penetration, interesting targets for extensions to
accommodate packet-switched data traffic. Existing infrastructure could be reused and
upgraded for the new services. Both the US Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD)
system and the European General Packet Radio System (GPRS) are examples of this
strategy. However, the user data rates are rather limited and the capacity demand ex-
ceeds by far the capabilities of these systems and the spectrum allocated for 2nd gen-
eration networks.

Now, standardization of a 3rd generation has been finalized by ITU (IMT-2000)
and ETSI (UMTS). Both provide data rates up to 384kbps outdoors and 2Mbps for
indoor use. Key technical features are a packet-switched air-interface based on Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and seamless roaming worldwide and between 2nd

and 3rd generation infrastructure. Vital economical thrust is given by the allocation of
new wireless spectrum in the 2GHz band to provide sufficient capacity and accom-
modate the expected data traffic.

In addition to cellular systems, wireless LANs are becoming increasingly popular,
particularly in business environments such as offices and conference venues, or for
mobile applications in warehouses or factories. State-of-the-art systems offer data
rates in excess of 10Mbps, but reach only a limited cell size of maximal 500m with
clear Line-of-Sight.
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2.2. Scenario Methodology
After the standardization of 3rd Generation (3G) systems is now finalized, questions
arise regarding “What comes after 3G?”. First research projects started and publica-
tions are planned [39] with the objective of studying issues related to 4th Generation
(4G) wireless systems, primarily to find out what actually constitutes a 4G system.

A comparably large project is the Swedish graduate school Personal Computing
and Communications (PCC), which was formed in 1997 to deal with this. It coordi-
nates and focuses research activities across a number of Swedish universities [40].
The PCC is subdivided into a number of projects, dealing with various aspects of mo-
bile communications. Topics range from network-architecture to hardware imple-
mentation, from protocol issues to human-machine interfaces. The rather ambitious
vision of the PCC, which provides a common goal and aims at guiding the research
activities of the involved groups, is chosen as:

“Mobile Multimedia communications to all at the cost of today’s fixed telephony”

This vision is very broad and cannot provide direct guidance for research in various
technical areas. One of the groups, the 4th Generation Wireless Infrastructure (4GW)
project has therefore conducted a Future Scenario study with the aim of identifying
the key technical questions and bottlenecks related to this vision. Searching for an-
swers to these questions is expected to produce a range of technical solutions, possi-
bly forming the basis for a 4G framework.

Approach: When discussing how to investigate the feasibility of a future communica-
tion system which can provide very high data rate wireless services at a low cost, a
number of questions arise:
- What exactly means high data rate: 10Mbps, 100Mbps or more?
- Which scale is appropriate to assess whether a system is low-cost?
- How are the customers going to use wireless services and technologies?
- Which requirements will future applications set?
- Who provides the services and the necessary infrastructure?
- Which time scale is described by future?
- Which technology will be available by then?

To avoid wild speculation or misleading conjectures, a more structured approach is in
place. Different methods are described in [41] and their suitability for different time
horizons is analyzed. The scenario technique is appropriate particularly for investi-
gating complex socio-economical systems in a long-term perspective. A number of
scenario-studies have been carried out, for example by Siemens-Nixdorf [42] and on
behalf of the British Radiocommunications Agency [43]. Further approaches, with a
more technical motivation, can be found in [44] and [45].

The question regarding the time frame is relatively straightforward to answer.
While the development of consumer devices and services moves at a quite fast pace,
requires wireless infrastructure generally large up-front investments and hence long-
term strategic planning. This thesis focuses on future wireless infrastructure and the
time horizon is therefore set approximately to the years 2010…2015.

The Future Scenario methodology involves developing a set of different socio-
economical situations, comparable to snapshots of possible future societies. This is
achieved in an iterative process of searching and evaluating important trends in econ-
omy, society and technology. The results of an opinion poll, or Delphi study [46],
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among leading experts in the fields of communications, electronics, media and politics
provided the seeds for this process. In the beginning, a set of assumptions is estab-
lished, characterizing each scenario. These assumptions are of a very general nature
and pinpoint the influential trends of a particular scenario, for example “Computers
become a part of daily life for everyone”. From the assumptions, technical require-
ments can be derived (e.g. “Computers need to be small, cheap and consume very lit-
tle power.”). Equally important is to identify potential technological bottlenecks,
which could stimulate or prevent the development towards the different scenarios (e.g.
“Chip miniaturization cannot continue beyond atom-sized transistors.”). After evalu-
ating the requirements and bottlenecks, the scenarios can be refined. The whole proc-
ess can be reiterated until a sufficient and plausible compilation of assumptions, bot-
tlenecks and requirements is obtained. Finally, the set of future scenarios spans a field
of possible futures.

The scenarios, derived from informal background knowledge of the participants
and extensive literature studies, provide the directions for the research of each scien-
tist by means of Working Assumptions (WA’s). An exemplary WA could state
“Video-conferencing will be commonly used to substitute business travel”. The ob-
jective is to formulate relevant research problems with respect to the WA’s and to fo-
cus research efforts on overcoming bottlenecks and providing technical solutions to
problems pinpointed in the WA’s. Results from the research work are used to chal-
lenge continuously the WA’s. The entire process from the informal knowledge over
the scenarios to the research problems is shown in figure 2-1. Details about the sce-
nario methodology can be found in [47], the accomplished results of the study are
published in [48].

Informal
knowledge

Literature

Working
assumptions

Challenging, confirming
or rejecting the

working assumptions

Key problems

Ph.D. theses

Scenario

Scenario

Figure 2-1: Deriving key research problems from a set of future scenarios.
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2.3. Future Trends and Scenarios
In this section, we briefly outline some of the key trends and scenarios obtained from
the Future Scenarios study [49], which will then be used to derive appropriate re-
quirements for future wireless communication systems. The following influential fu-
ture trends were identified:

Globalization of products, services and companies: Companies expand on a world-
wide scale with local branches in many countries. However, brand names may vary
and products or services are customized to agree with local cultures and consumer
habits. Increasingly liberalized trading and finance together with efficient transporta-
tion of goods results in business organizations spreading around the globe.

Communicating appliances: An increasing amount of consumer devices will have
built in communication capabilities. Hence, more tasks can be automated and device
management becomes easier.

Services become independent of infrastructures: A variety of infrastructures allows
providing the same services by different means, via diverse supply channels. A key
enabling factor is the standardization of interfaces and the results are increased com-
petition and specialization in the infrastructure and service provisioning sectors.

Information trading: A growing amount of information is circulated, paradoxically
increasing the value of filtered or relevant information, which is continually harder to
find. This opens a market for information brokers that are specialized in finding in-
formation useful to their clients.

Globalization of cultures: The mutual influence of different cultures is intensify-
ing, due to increasing travel, information flow around the globe an a growing number
of multiethnic cities like New York, Sydney or Hong-Kong.

Increasing importance of education: Knowledge becomes the key success factor,
both for individuals and for companies, which require highly trained specialists and
educated personnel for remaining competitive.

Diversification of standards: More and more products are sold on a global scale
and devices are expected to function everywhere, to be compatible. Hence standard-
ized interfaces become increasingly important. In some markets, de-facto standards
are set by dominant manufacturers. In other areas, companies are compelled to coop-
erate for reaching sufficient market scales.

Based on these trends, a multitude of distinct scenarios can be created by changing
their relative importance and judging the consequences, as shown in figure 2-2 for
two exemplary trends. Nevertheless, we will limit our attention for the sake of clarity
to the following three cornerstone scenarios [50]:

"Anything Goes!" – The diversity of telecommunication equipment has increased
dramatically, as well as the possibilities of producing cheap, compatible products.
Equipment manufacturers have become dominant in the telecom world. They advo-
cate open de-facto standards and use software solutions to create flexible, multi-
standard equipment. Wireless LANs are ubiquitous in both residential and business
environments, due to continuously decreasing prices. They are maintained by a mul-
titude of operators and end-users enjoy a great freedom of choice in selecting where
and from whom to purchase wireless services. Competition between operators and
equipment providers is fierce, new wireless products and services appear at a high
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pace. Services and equipment are affordable for almost everyone in the industrialized
world, which tends to narrow the social gaps in society.

"Big Brother" – Named after the all-observing and all-controlling organization in
George Orwells book “1984” , it illustrates a situation where personal information is
increasingly available and accessible in the information infrastructure. Hence, per-
sonal integrity issues become a major concern of the ordinary user. There is a wide-
spread call for regulation and government intervention to ensure information integrity
and secure networks. All citizens and companies wishing to deal with almost any as-
pect of computing and communication will need some kind of regulatory approval. In
the private sphere, most of the public information services use broadcasting. The im-
pact of this scenario is an increasing complexity and cost of communication services
and products. Service, network and equipment providers reduced over time to a few
large actors (brands) that, in the public eye, can be trusted. Development pace is slow
and the number of wireless systems and operators is low.

"Pocket Computing" – Pocket computing pictures a world where the technological
development is fast, but economical and educational differences divide the society
into those who can follow the development and those who cannot. Thus, some parts of
the population have access to a multitude of advanced services, whereas other parts
use more simple services, adapted to their needs. Service providers dominate the
scene by offering a wide range of different services (that may include specialized
hardware) tailored to various user groups. Mobile multimedia services are focused
mainly on high-end consumer and business needs. Global access and roaming solu-
tions are available, but too expensive to be affordable for the low-end user. Cultural
and educational differences between nations and different groups in society have also
led to political instability and unrest.

Globalization

Market-driven

Government-
controlled

Standardization

Organizations,
Governments

Market-
driven

Anything
Goes

Pocket
Computing

Big Brother

Figure 2-2: Scenarios residing in the socio-economic space expanded by the trends.

It is obvious that these scenarios illustrate somewhat extreme cases and that the actual
development in the future will be most likely a mixture of all three. Still, these rather
black-and-white descriptions give a reasonably good insight in market forces, domi-
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nating actors and consumer behavior. Figure 2-2 also illustrates the versatility of the
approach, which emphasizes particular characteristics of the different scenarios, de-
pending on the major trends selected for the scenario space. In this figure, where the
standardization of products/technologies and the globalization of trading/markets are
the dominating forces, the “Anything Goes” and “Pocket Computing” scenarios ap-
pear in the same quadrant of the 2-dimensional scenario space. If a third dimension
for the social characteristics would be added, i.e. for the egalitarian society versus
strong social differences, then both scenarios would be clearly separated.

Regarding wireless infrastructure, both the “Anything Goes” and the “Pocket
Computing” scenarios advocate user-deployed systems, although the latter does not
indicate a true mass market but rather leads to customized products with cost con-
straints being less pronounced. The “Big Brother”  scenario practically excludes user-
deployment in favor of strictly controlled networks and services.

We can now derive from the scenarios a common set of general requirements and
assumptions for future wireless communications systems, regardless of which sce-
nario actually appears to be more likely.

2.4. Target Applications and Service Requirements
Selecting a range of exemplary applications or wireless services which nowadays are
commonly used, and attempting to anticipate requirements for coming systems, cer-
tainly stops short of the goal to design something reasonably future-proof. We use the
results from the Future Scenario study for identifying trends and deriving suitable
wireless service requirements. The conclusions from the scenarios, particularly the
“Anything Goes” and “Pocket Computing”, can be summarized by the following as-
sumptions:
− Virtual reality, tele-presence and video conferencing will be commonly used at

home or at work. The resulting data traffic requires very high data rates (up to
100Mbps) and low-latency networks.

− Ubiquitous network access and virtually seamless connectivity to a wide range of
information services will be available in most public and private places.

− Machine-to-machine communication between all kinds of sophisticated or simple
devices produces potentially large amounts of (mostly) delay-insensitive traffic.

− Infrastructure will be generally heterogeneous, comprising a multitude of switch-
ing fabrics and physical media.

− Ad-hoc, unlicensed network operation dominates, creating a patchwork of over-
lapping public and private wireless services with seamless roaming capabilities.

− Multi-mode, self-configuring base stations are common, which can handle a range
of multiple-access schemes or air-interfaces and hence can communicate with a
wide range of different mobile terminal types.

Future wireless communication systems should therefore be capable of handling data
rates up to 100Mbps and provide adequate coverage in typical home and work envi-
ronments as well as public places. Accumulated wireless traffic can be high and net-
works should be able to offer sufficient capacity also in densely populated areas.
Swift, low-cost deployment is essential and networks should be scaleable in capacity
and size.
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2.5. Licensed versus Unlicensed Spectrum
Radio spectrum is considered as property of the society. It is a limited resource and
decisions about who can benefit from it and how it should be managed are therefore
of a political nature [43]. In principle, everyone can apply for using parts of the radio
spectrum, as long as the services provided are available for all and accessible on a fair
basis. Examples are TV and radio broadcast or mobile telephony. Limited competition
is introduced by further subdividing the frequency bands and letting several operators
provide the same type of services. Different procedures are used to grant these spec-
trum licenses. The introduction of economic tools [51] improved the flexibility of the
licensing process, but it is still far too rigid and slow for the fast growing demand for
wireless communication services.

A large part of the radio spectrum has therefore been opened for use without li-
censes [52]. The major problem in these unlicensed frequency bands is to ensure fair
coexistence of different systems and operators. Unlicensed bands are used success-
fully for wireless LANs. However, problems have been less severe so far since wire-
less LANs are used mainly indoors and on private property, limiting external interfer-
ence and giving the owner full control over the system. Besides, not too many systems
are operational yet. The provision of wireless services –public or private– in unli-
censed frequency bands will be considerably more difficult in the future. What if fair-
ness and cooperative principles do not prevail, but instead operators compete based on
“the strongest wins”? Traditional frequency-reuse and power-control schemes –both
properly researched for cellular systems– may not be applicable, since interference
between different systems cannot be controlled or predicted.

This work proceeds from the assumption that efficient measures to ensure fairness
and cooperation in unlicensed frequency bands are in place. Issues related to how this
can be achieved are beyond the scope of this work. We will focus on the capacity that
can be provided by a wireless system using unlicensed frequency bands.

2.6. Ownership of Network Infrastructure
In recent years, traditional telecommunication and data communication started to
merge. This trend has not only a strong impact on the ownership and operation of
communication networks [53], but also on the design criteria and performance objec-
tives. Communication infrastructure used to be designed for a specific application, for
instance telephony, TV or LANs. These existing infrastructures are now “misused”
increasingly for applications other than the originally intended. For example:
- Audio and video information is digitized and transmitted over data networks, e.g.

the Internet, which now provide sufficient capacity for the large data volumes in-
volved in these applications.

- Telecommunication infrastructure is exploited for data transfer by using modems,
which nowadays allow quite reasonable transmission rates.

A problem arises from the contradicting business models of the normally highly
regulated Telecom and the unregulated Datacom industries [54]. Pricing schemes are
good paradigms for the differences between both models. Usage is charged on a per-
minute basis for telecom services, whereas volume-based schemes are applied gener-
ally for Datacom services. Deregulation of the Telecom markets leads not only to
competition between different services or service providers, but also between alterna-
tive infrastructures. A wireless telephone call could for example be made with a
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DECT handset (using privately owned infrastructure) or with a GSM telephone (via a
public network), but also –using a properly equipped portable computer– via wireless
LAN and the Internet. We might soon find an unregulated substitute for most of the
currently regulated services.

Until now, wireless networks were designed and built following the paradigm "The
bigger, the better!". Reasons are the limited wireless spectrum and the high costs in-
volved in deploying the infrastructure. Hence, resources had to be pooled nationwide
and managed by a centralized entity, the network operator. This situation is now
changing, since wireless equipment is becoming cheaper and access to wired infra-
structure (fixed telephony, LANs) can be found virtually everywhere. Small-scale
wireless networks become possible and profitable. Traditional approaches for intro-
ducing wireless communication services, where the relatively slow deployment of the
infrastructure determined the pace for the launch of new services, need to be recon-
sidered. The discussion of business models, policies and regulatory issues is beyond
the scope of this work. Still, we can conclude that in the future, a potentially large
number of actors –ranging from large, traditional operators with countrywide cover-
age to micro-operators, reaching only a few customers– will provide an abundance of
wireless services, based on different technologies.

The situation sketched and motivated here has a strong impact on the deployment
of wireless networks. The installation costs become a major issue particularly for
small network operators, such as companies with few employees, schools or small
communities. Advanced network planning, erecting antenna towers or renting rooftop
facilities are out of scope for an operator who generates revenues from only a few
customers. We will therefore discuss a different approach.

2.7. User Deployment
A traditional model for cellular systems, as shown in figure 2-3, with regular-shaped,
hexagonal cells does by no means reflect the coverage or propagation characteristics
of a practical wireless network. Still, it produces acceptable results for capacity esti-
mation and, with suitable performance margins, also for the coverage prediction.
Propagation at lower frequencies (up to 2GHz), is influenced mostly by large-scale
objects, e.g. buildings or the terrain structure, and therefore relatively straightforward
to predict. Macro- or micro-cellular networks with cell radii between 500m and possi-
bly 10km can be simulated with acceptable computational complexity.

Figure 2-3: Traditional cellular system
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At higher frequencies, like in the considered 17 or 60GHz bands, such approaches are
no longer possible. Propagation characteristics make it necessary to model even the
smallest details of the physical environment for obtaining sufficiently accurate cover-
age predictions. Further, the small cell sizes of 5m up to perhaps 100m would require
simulating an enormous number of cells in a reasonably sized service area. Hence, the
design and optimization of wireless networks by means of coverage predictions is not
feasible for the proposed frequency bands and alternative solutions are needed.

As a first approach, the network could be installed by making an „educated guess“
for the locations of the base station antenna sites. Achieving reliable coverage requires
of course a denser infrastructure to compensate for the inaccurate guesses. It might
still be an acceptable price to pay considering to the large costs for a proper coverage
planning. Nevertheless, after determining, or guessing, a suitable network layout, the
actual installation procedure still causes substantial costs for wiring and manpower to
install the equipment. Taking into account falling hardware prices, one might take the
basic approach even one step further: Why not installing the infrastructure wherever it
is convenient? Sufficient coverage will be achieved most likely if just plenty of base
stations are installed. We will refer to this approach as user-deployment. Ownership of
the network equipment to be set up at the customer’s site can take various forms. For
now, we will assume that the operator is at the same time owner of all devices related
to the wireless infrastructure. The customer can be compensated for his contribution
to “building” the network by appropriate incentives.

The operator hence trades increased hardware costs and subsidies (excess base sta-
tions and customer bonuses) for avoiding network planning and installation expenses.
Figure 2-4 shows the typically irregular cell patterns that result from a network of
user-deployed wireless LAN Access Points (APs). One question we aim at answering
in this thesis is whether the tradeoff is economically reasonable: How many APs need
to be scattered randomly in a given area for achieving coverage?

Figure 2-4: Wireless network with user-deployed Access Points and irregular cell shapes.

The basic idea is already used for wireless LANs and Bluetooth networks [55], which
are set up wherever wireless access is desired. Both systems provide a best-effort
wireless service. The advantages of these networks (flexibility, simple and quick de-
ployment, convenience) cause at the same time a general problem: The installation is
in fact a trial-and-error procedure. Customers set up the APs according to recommen-
dations in the handbook and then modify device settings and AP locations until the
network performs acceptably. Typically, no documentation of the network installation
is made and hence a structured analysis of proper-functioning user-deployed wireless
systems is a difficult task.
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The only large-scale wireless LAN system known to the author is the Wireless An-
drew project at the Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh/PA. About 350 WaveLAN
APs, operating in the 2.4GHz unlicensed frequency band, are installed in 30 buildings
on the campus to provide complete coverage of 260,000m2 indoors and in the prox-
imity of the buildings. More than 1400 users are provided with wireless services.
Coverage results1 differ significantly between 300m2 (worst case) and 1600m2 (best
case) per AP and average at 1.2 APs/1000m2 for older and 0.6 APs/1000m2 for newer
building structures. The deployment process has been described as difficult and pro-
gresses in three steps [37]:
1. Coverage planning and verification - The wireless coverage is tested and, if neces-

sary, the network layout modified to remedy coverage gaps.
2. Trouble reporting and tracking system - A reporting system is under development

to track problems in the wireless LAN system.
3. Network management tools - A system to manage APs, hubs and routers associ-

ated with the wireless LAN system is planned.

The Wireless Andrew project can be seen as a predecessor of large-scale, user-
deployed networks; a real-life example built with commercially available technology.
Nevertheless, it is still far from our vision of a plug-and-play wireless system, since
the installation requires prior network planning and wiring of the APs and the infra-
structure is set up by experienced personnel. These constraints are however set to
some extent by the specific design of the devices and network components. The im-
portant argument is that wireless LAN systems can achieve adequate coverage over
large areas and offer high data rate services to a large number of users, if a sufficiently
dense infrastructure is installed. In this thesis, we will relax the network planning con-
straint, analyze how the required AP density for achieving coverage and providing
adequate capacity increases and evaluate the economical feasibility of such a system.

Traditional cellular network planning is a typical top-down approach and does not
agree with the user-deployment strategy, hence little experience or design rules can be
adopted from this area. The currently available commercial wireless LAN systems
-like the one used in the Wireless Andrew network- are in fact user-deployed networks
and provide a good starting point for approaching the problem. However, the pro-
jected high data rates require using the unlicensed frequency bands between 17 and
60GHz. Mobile communication systems for such high capacities or frequencies and
involving a large number of nodes have not been built yet. Hence, no previous experi-
ence is available regarding how to design and operate such networks. The following
chapter 3 describes the methodology for approaching this problem.

                                                 
1 Figures are taken from: www.cmu.edu/computing/wireless/presentation-crb.ppt
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3. Methodology
  _________________________________________________________    

An ideal wireless communications system offers high data rate services and covers
reliably the intended service area. It further uses as little bandwidth and power as pos-
sible, while performing adequately even under difficult propagation conditions, such
as shadowing, frequency-selective fading and interference. Still, it also requires only
limited hardware complexity and, above all, it is affordable.

Such a system cannot be built, since many of the desired properties are incompati-
ble, hence appropriate tradeoffs are necessary. Facing the complex and diverse nature
of physical wave propagation phenomena, how can suitable compromises be found?
We divide the problem into two parts, rank them according their priority, and attempt
to solve them in this order.

1. Necessary condition: A wireless communication system shall reach reliably all us-
ers requesting communication services in a given area (coverage).

2. Sufficient condition: The system shall provide adequate resources, so that all users
can communicate with an acceptable quality at any time (capacity).

Coverage: The coverage condition defines minimum requirements - acceptable
transmitter power levels and a sufficient number of communication nodes distributed
in a given area. Both parameters are interrelated and need to be adjusted such that the
maximum distance between two nodes in the network does not exceed the maximum
distance over which the nodes can communicate reliably at the intended data rate.

Considering coverage alone is therefore equivalent to looking at a system where
the other resources (e.g. the system bandwidth) are not limited. In a cellular network,
it can be compared to a group of wireless Access Points (APs) serving together only a
single user. However, there is no principal difference to a system with many users, if
we assume that a “capable manager” controls the resources so efficiently that none of
the users is aware of any other user in the system. This “capable manager” is in fact a
perfect Radio Resource Management (RRM) scheme. An example of such an ideal
scheme could be the use of directional antennas with infinitely narrow beam-widths
on both APs and mobile terminals, effectively eliminating the interference between
the radio links. Alternatively, one could imagine a perfect Multi-User Detector
(MUD) that is able to extract each user’s information correctly from the total received
signal.

We will therefore consider the results from the coverage analysis (required infra-
structure density and transmission power settings) as a benchmark, representing a
wireless communication system with a perfect RRM.

Capacity: In a realistic system where many users communicate simultaneously and
RRM schemes are not perfect, fulfilling the coverage condition alone is not sufficient.
The radio links of different users interfere with each other and deteriorate the per-
formance. Typical countermeasures are to separate the users that suffer mutual inter-
ference in the time and/or frequency domain (time-/frequency-division), or by means
of a specific encryption (code-division). The main difficulty of a capacity study lies in
the large variety of approaches and countermeasures to typical resource sharing prob-
lems. Which combination of methods should be selected?
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First, we will subdivide the problem and then systematically search for a suitable so-
lution. The fundamental questions to be answered are:
- Which requirements do the intended wireless services set?
- Which system structure should be considered - cellular or point-to-point?
- In which environment is the system operated - outdoors, indoors or both?
- How should users share the system resources - in time, frequency or codes?

The first item has already been discussed in section 2.4 and appropriate requirements
have been derived, based on the results form the Future Scenario analysis. Answering
the remaining questions and proposing viable technical solutions requires in-depth
analysis of the propagation characteristics, the radio channel and the local environ-
ments where the wireless network should be operated. Appropriate choices are then
often straightforward. These issues are therefore discussed later in chapter 4.4, after
appropriate models have been introduced in the sections preceding that chapter.

Infrastructure distribution and network planning: The discussion about coverage
considered only the number of APs in a given area, but not their distribution. How-
ever, it is necessary that the infrastructure is placed such that an adequate signal qual-
ity can be received in the entire area, or at least a large portion of it. This is typically
the task of the network planning. Traditional approaches use a suitable propagation
model, for instance probabilistic path-loss models or deterministic ray-tracing algo-
rithms, and try to find the AP positions that minimize the total number of APs and
consequently the infrastructure costs. The problem is NP-complete and hence heuris-
tics or other optimization algorithms are often used.

In the case of user-deployed infrastructure, the opposite approach is taken and
gradually more APs are added to the network until an acceptable coverage is reached.
The decisions regarding where to set up the APs are then made by the customers, usu-
ally having very little experience in wireless network planning. A guidebook might
give suitable recommendations. However, we face an almost randomly dispersed in-
frastructure, resulting in irregular network coverage. This fact adds a new dimension
to the problem:

3. Necessary condition: The system shall provide sufficient excess coverage such that
misplaced or inappropriately installed infrastructure does not result in uncovered
zones within the given service area.

Suitable approaches for modeling AP positions in user-deployed networks will be dis-
cussed and motivated in section 4.2. Unlike the traditional methods for coverage and
capacity evaluation, we also need to take the randomness in the spatial distribution of
the APs into account when evaluating the performance of user-deployed systems.
Further, the redundant infrastructure for providing the excess coverage needs to be
included in the total network cost.

Objective of the study: We recognized that the difference between capacity and cov-
erage of a wireless system reflects approximately the difference in performance be-
tween what a realistic system implementation with all its imperfections can achieve
and what theoretically is achievable. Further, the spatial distribution of the wireless
Access Points (APs) has impact on both coverage and capacity. This is summarized
and illustrated in figure 3-1, showing the relationship between the infrastructure in-
vestments (number of APs, system complexity in the network) and the achievable ca-
pacity (number of users provided with communication services, data rates per user).
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The objective of this study is to estimate these performance figures. Specifically,
we are interested in the upper bound on the system capacity, which is determined by
studying the coverage of an interference-free system. Further, we wish to determine
the performance of more realistic systems by including interference between users and
cells as well as taking different RRM schemes and infrastructure deployment methods
into account.

Infrastructure investments

System
Capacity Coverage

(interference-
free system)

Deployment
method X

A

Realistic systems
(interference-limited)

Acceptable
performance
range

AB B

Deployment
method Y

Figure 3-1: Relation between infrastructure investments and system capacity.

Of particular interest is the relation between the graphs, which allows estimating the
performance losses for different installation approaches as well as the efficiency of
the considered resource management schemes. Only then can we conclude whether
user-deployment is a viable alternative to more expensive infrastructure installation
methods and which RRM algorithms yield the best results for the given system de-
sign, frequency bands and environments.

A large discrepancy between the performance figures would however indicate that
some of the fundamental assumptions are unacceptable. Possible reasons would be: an
inappropriate system design, incorrect system models, improper RRM schemes or
simply that the considered installation methods are impracticable. A study in [56]
provides an indication of the variance to be expected for the results. It suggests that
appropriate RRM schemes, such as power control, dynamic channel allocation or
adaptive frequency planning, can improve the efficiency of cellular systems by a fac-
tor of two or more. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that an overall variation in
the capacity, i.e. the vertical direction in figure 3-1, by a factor of 10 for the interfer-
ence-limited systems are possible and acceptable.
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4. System Models and
Performance Measures

  _________________________________________________________    

In section 2.7, we discussed that user-deployed networks generally are very similar to
a wireless LAN system regarding set up, typical usage situations and the provided
wireless services. We will therefore use the wireless LAN paradigm in the following
section. It gives a vivid picture and allows comparing the discussed problems and ap-
proaches to real-life situations, since wireless LANs are now a familiar item in a mod-
ern office.

4.1. Case Study of Environments
The usage of wireless LAN systems was until now mostly limited to offices. With
falling prices however, they most likely become consumer products for everyday use.
Wireless LANs can be installed in a variety of locations, for example in homes or in
public places such as train stations, airports, universities, shops, hospitals or many
other areas. It is practically not feasible to perform an exhaustive study of all these
environments, as it is also not possible to design a wireless LAN system that performs
equally well in all imaginable situations. We will learn later in the section 4.3 about
propagation models, that a rather detailed description of the physical environment is
necessary to get reliable coverage estimates. This is particularly important when
studying different placements and installation methods of APs.

We will therefore resort to a case study and limit our attention in this thesis to a
number of representative settings. The cases are selected carefully to describe a spe-
cific situation or environment with distinct characteristics, hence to ensure a sufficient
diversity in the case study. The cases should also be reasonably generic to represent a
class of comparable situations and allow drawing general conclusions for similar envi-
ronments. Still, the total number of cases should be kept small to limit the size of the
case study.

In the introduction in chapter 1, we mentioned briefly that propagation in the con-
sidered frequency bands around 17 and 60GHz suffers strong free-space attenuation
and high absorption loss for common building materials. Both limit the achievable
cell sizes. An approximate link-budget calculation in the following table 4-1 shows
that cell radii are confined to less than 90m at 60GHz and maximal 450m at 17GHz.
The equivalent figures for the HiperLAN/2 system, operating at 5GHz, are given as a
reference. The small cell size at 60GHz practically precludes an installation outdoors
in rural or suburban areas. A network would require placing APs approximately every
150m and hence be too costly for most purposes. The use of this frequency band will
instead be limited mainly to indoor situations, the close proximity of buildings or per-
haps a densely populated downtown area, where the large number of potential cus-
tomers might justify such high infrastructure densities.
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Parameter 5GHz 17GHz 60GHz
Max. EIRP 23dBm 20dBm 20dBm
Free-space loss -47dB-20log10(r[m]) -57dB-20log10(r[m]) -68dB-20log10(r[m])
Oxygen attenuation* - - -0.014dB/m
Noise figure 5.2dB [57] ≈7dB (estimated) 9dB [58]

Noise floor N0B -101dBm
(B = 20MHz)

-97dBm
(B = 50MHz)

-97dBm
(B = 50MHz)

Max. cell radius rmax 3900m 446m 86m

Table 4-1: Link-budget and maximal achievable cell radii for two exemplary wireless systems,
operating at 17 and 60GHz, and the HiperLAN/2 system at 5GHz. *) at 62GHz, [59]

A system operating at 17GHz certainly can provide sufficient coverage for setting up
an indoor/outdoor micro-cellular network. We will define a typical downtown envi-
ronment for evaluating the outdoor coverage in a moderately built-up area with the
main goal to examine the 17GHz system in this setting. However, it is certainly inter-
esting to study the coverage of a 60GHz system in this location, to find out whether it
can offer economically attractive solutions for some usage scenarios. We will call this
setting campus environment, representing e.g. a wireless university network.

In the previous section 2.4, we noticed that wireless LANs will be commonly used
in homes or offices. The structure of both settings is very similar and typically com-
prises a number of rooms and hallways, sometimes elevators or staircases. Propaga-
tion characteristics are approximately the same and mainly determined by the sizes of
the rooms, the building materials used to construct the walls and to some extent by the
furniture. The user density is also similar. In offices, typically 1 user per 20m2 is as-
sumed [75], which is equivalent to an apartment of 100m2 inhabited by 5 persons.
However, the capacity demand will differ most likely, with stricter requirements on
data rates, latency and service availability in a professional work situation. We will
therefore select a representative office environment for evaluating wireless LAN
systems under heavy load in an indoor setting.

Further, we concluded from the Future Scenarios analysis that wireless LANs will
also be used in public places, e.g. shopping centers, railway stations or airports. A
typical example for such situations is a huge multi-story building, often containing a
central courtyard, which is surrounded by galleries. Such places can be extremely
crowded. A peak user density of 1 person per m2 is assumed in [75] for situations re-
ferred to as “public indoor hot spot zones”. The resulting capacity demand will be
presumably moderate due to lower data rates per user and relaxed Quality of Service
requirements (we suppose it is unlikely that someone engages in a virtual reality
meeting for example in a railway station). We define a shopping mall environment to
represent a typical public area.

The following paragraphs describe the three environments used for the system
evaluation in the following chapters and provide the parameters necessary for the ray-
tracing simulations and the placement of APs.

Office environment: The office setting covers a total area of 30x18m and contains 17
rooms, a meeting area, a staircase and an elevator. Rooms are relatively small, with an
average size of 25m2, separated mostly by 10cm-thick gypsum walls. Elevator and
staircase are located in the center of the structure and, like the outer walls of the
building, constructed from 30cm-thick, reinforced concrete. An H-shaped hallway
connects all rooms, which mostly also have windows to the outside. The meeting area
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(in figure 4-1 on the left side, with the slightly tilted structures) has a large window
front towards an outside area. A wired LAN is installed with outlets in every room.
APs can therefore be placed at any wall in each room. Further outlets are available in
the hallways.

Figure 4-1: Office environment with 16 arbitrary placed APs.

Campus environment: The size of the entire quarter is approximately 100,000m2, but
only 45,000m2 are considered as service area in the campus environment. Coverage
from outdoor APs into the buildings is neglected and only the streets and squares are
relevant for estimating wireless coverage. All houses are constructed from reinforced,
50cm-thick concrete walls.

We assume that access to the wired backbone network is available in the buildings.
In a user-deployment scenario, APs can therefore be placed conveniently just outside
the windows, e.g. from the first floor of a building. Cables can then reach inside
through the windows to connect to the backbone network. Hence, the resulting instal-
lation height is approximately 3m above street level.

A regular-installed infrastructure can only be achieved by setting up masts or util-
izing lamp poles, where available. The height of the APs is then assumed 5 m above
street level.

Figure 4-2: Campus environment with 19 arbitrary placed APs.
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Shopping mall environment: A total area of 100x60m is covered by the shopping
mall. The building comprises three floors of 5m height and an inner court of 40x60m
and it is constructed from 30cm-thick, reinforced concrete walls. The inner court is
surrounded by a 4m wide gallery on each level. Rooms or shops have an average size
of 100m2 and feature a full-scale shopping window towards the galleries. Six shop-
ping booths with a height of 3m are located on the ground floor in the inner court.

Access to the wired backbone is typically available inside the shops. In a user-
deployment scenario, APs are therefore also placed in the shops. For a regular-placed
infrastructure, APs can be installed on the galleries, covering the inner court as well as
the shops through the shopping windows.

Figure 4-3: Shopping mall with 6 regular-placed APs.

4.2. Infrastructure Models and Installation of APs
This section discusses an approach to model appropriately the two different installa-
tion methods of APs. User-deployed infrastructure is set up by the customers them-
selves, who buy the required equipment perhaps in a retail store. In this situation, we
cannot assume that the network will be installed correctly and that the APs are placed
optimally. ‘Optimally’ means in this context that appropriate radio network planning
is carried out to prior to the installation. Hence, the positions of the APs are deter-
mined in a way that coverage is guaranteed and the mutual interference between cells
is minimized.

Instead, we will assume that in a user-deployment scenario a coarse ’network out-
line’ is sketched, where the service area simply is subdivided in equally-sized sectors.
APs are then set up in convenient places (e.g. close to LAN outlets, telephone jacks or
other suitable points to connect to the backbone network), so that additional wiring
and installation costs are minimized. The user might follow some basic rules (see [60]
for example installation guidelines for IEEE 802.11 APs) given in the technical man-
ual and install the APs with ‘good visibility’ or ‘as high as possible’. We will call this
approach arbitrary placement, although it is not strictly arbitrary. Some examples are
shown in figure 4-4 on the right side. We assume that suitable adaptive resource man-
agement algorithms fine-tune the network parameters while the wireless LAN is in
operation [61].
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In public places, the infrastructure is owned and installed typically by a network
operator. In this case, we can assume that APs are installed appropriately and wired by
experienced service personnel2. Hence, APs will be placed probably under the ceiling
and in the middle of a room, since this position guarantees normally the best ‘visibil-
ity’  of the AP and therefore relatively good coverage. We refer to this method as
regular placement, although the actual installation pattern will depend strongly on the
given environment (room geometry). An example is shown in figure 4-4 on the left
side.

Regular placement Arbitrary placement

Basic structure
(office example)

Figure 4-4: Regular versus arbitrary infrastructure placement

The installation points for the regular and arbitrary placement can then be described
separately in the horizontal and vertical plane by the following model:

Vertical plane Horizontal plane
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APs are installed
below the ceiling,
resulting in a height
of typically 3…5 m
above the floor,
depending on the
height of the room.

The service area is subdivided in equally sized cells and the APs
are installed in the middle of the cell. An example is shown in
figure 4-5, bottom-right: ’Regular placement’.
If the size of a room is comparable to the cell size, the room is
adopted as the cell.

Table 4-2: Model for placing APs.

                                                 
2 The Swedish network operator Telia is setting up the infrastructure for its HomeRun wireless LAN

system based on 2,4 GHz IEEE 802.11 technology by letting experts with GSM network-planning
experience inspect the sites and propose an installation scheme. (source: interview with Telia staff
during the PCC Summer school 2000, Gothenburg) More information about HomeRun can be found
at: www.homerun.telia.com
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Vertical plane Horizontal plane
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APs are placed
with “good visibil-
ity” , e.g. on a
bookshelf or with
adhesive tape on a
wall. Network and
power cords with a
length of approxi-
mately 2m allow an
installation height
between 1.5 and
2m above floor
level.

Access to the backbone network is available at wired LAN or
telephone outlets, often placed close to doors, windows or in cor-
ners of a room. Consequently, APs are not centered in the middle
of the room, but likely placed along the walls. The recommenda-
tion of setting up APs "at regular intervals" causes APs to appear
within a more or less regular grid. Within this grid, the actual
installation point is determined by space for mounting the AP and
the availability of an outlet. AP positions are obtained by:
1. Partitioning the area into equal-sized rectangles, or cells.
2. Placing the AP at any position along a wall within a cell.

An example is shown in figure 4-5 bottom-left: ’Arbitrary
placement’.

If information about the environment is available (e.g. from
floor plans) it should be used to select appropriate installation
points. If statistical indoor propagation models are used (e.g.
Keenan-Motley [62], [63]), the AP should be placed in the cell
according to a 2-dimensional uniform distribution.

Table 4-2 (contd.): Model for placing APs.

Suitable antennas to illuminate the cell area are selected for both the regular- and the
arbitrary-placed infrastructure. The antennas used in the ray-tracing propagation
simulations for the APs and mobile terminals are shown in appendix F. All AP anten-
nas are designed specifically for providing a relatively uniform received power level
in the entire cell area. More details about antenna design and implementation issues
can be found in [64].

Cell

Building structure

Walls available for installation

Regular
placement

Arbitrary placement

18 m

30 m

Figure 4-5: Exemplary partitioning of the office structure into 4 square cells.

An arbitrarily dispersed infrastructure makes general conclusions regarding coverage
and system capacity of a wireless network difficult, since cell coverage and interfer-
ence patterns in the network can change significantly when varying the AP positions.
However, it will also not be practicable to test all possible combinations of AP instal-
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lation points. We will therefore choose a set of representative positions and calculate
both mean and variance of the considered performance measures for the selected
cases. Hence, we obtain an estimate for the average system performance and an indi-
cation of how strong it fluctuates when the installation pattern changes.

4.3. Propagation Models
From the various methods for modeling indoor propagation, we select ray-tracing as
the preferred tool, since it captures the actual environments more accurately than for
example statistical path-loss models. The pros and cons of different indoor propaga-
tion and channel models are discussed in [65] and although the article is specifically
tailored to smart antenna concepts, it provides an excellent overview about the char-
acteristics of various propagation models.

The exact reproduction of the building structure is necessary to evaluate the impact
of the different installation scenarios on coverage and system capacity. Sophisticated
ray-tracing software calculates precise channel impulse responses for a set of sample
points, but requires excessive computation. We will therefore use ray-tracing only for
capturing static indoor propagation aspects and introduce appropriate statistical mod-
els for time-varying effects, such as fast and slow fading.

Slow fading: Shadowing effects have a substantial impact on the received signal
level: [14], [15]. Measurements at 17 and 60GHz, published in [10] and [11], showed
that a human walking through the Line-of-Sight (LoS) of a radio link attenuates the
received signal by 13dB and 15dB respectively. Therefore, persons moving around
the transmitter or receiver cannot be neglected and will be considered by a ‘randomly
walking users’ model. The approach reproduces the impact of people walking inside a
room by randomly attenuating the individual rays arriving at the receiver by 15dB (or
13dB) with a probability PS. This shadowing probability PS can be calculated analyti-
cally for regularly shaped rooms by geometric considerations. The derivations for cal-
culating the shadowing probabilities can be found in the appendix C.

In addition to other persons in the proximity of the mobile terminal, also the user
himself will cause shadowing if the receiver is carried close to the body, e.g. in a
jacket pocket or attached to the belt. This effect, which in fact reduces the visibility of
the receiver, is captured by the ‘wearable device’ model. Devices for mobile data ap-
plications are most likely wearable computers with different man-machine interfaces
(earphones, heads-up displays, data gloves, etc.), which are carried probably at waist-
height and close to the body. Hence, the radio visibility of the devices will be ap-
proximately equivalent to a half-sphere. The mobile-terminal antenna characteristic in
the horizontal plane is therefore implemented as a radiation pattern with a 180° front-
and back-lobe. The front-lobe is loss-less (0dB) and the back-lobe is attenuated by 13
or 15dB (for 17 and 60GHz respectively), as shown in figure 4-6. Both models and
link-layer results for a 256-carrier OFDM system with DQPSK modulation have been
published previously in [66] and [68].

Fast fading: Appropriate fading margins will be calculated in section 4.8 to consider
the impact of multipath-propagation on the system performance. We adopt the modi-
fied Saleh-Valenzuela channel model proposed in [67], which provides both temporal
and spatial information for indoor propagation. Of particular interest is the spatial
characteristic of incoming rays at a receiver. Measurements in [67] showed that rays
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arrive in clusters, having approximately the same Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) within
each cluster. Simulations in [68] analyzed the impact of this behavior on the fast-
fading characteristics of the multipath channel under severe shadowing.

User

Visibility area
 of the wearable device

Wearable
 device

  Model of the 
  antenna pattern

0º

0 dB

180 º

270 º

-5 dB

-10 dB

-15 dB

90 º

Figure 4-6: Shadowing model for wearable devices.

Interference between mobile terminals: In the following section 4.4, we will moti-
vate the need for using Time Division Duplex (TDD) as a method for separating the
radio links to and from the AP (up- and down-link). For the analysis of a TDD sys-
tem, we need to model the propagation between the mobile terminals and between the
APs. The latter can be obtained by using ray-tracing. However, this method becomes
too computation-intensive for simulating interference between terminals. Terminals
are mobile and every new position would require recalculating the propagation be-
tween all terminals. For packet simulations, involving usually a large number of
packet transmissions to produce statistically significant results, this method is unreal-
istic.

We will therefore use a statistical model to simulate the terminal-to-terminal inter-
ference. This choice does not violate the argumentation to use ray-tracing for obtain-
ing accurate coverage results and studying the impact of the AP installation on the
system performance. Consider the following reasoning: To obtain coverage, we need
to ensure an adequate signal level in a large portion of the service area, usually 90 to
99%. Therefore, the received signal and hence the coverage depends on the placement
of APs and the propagation properties of the environment (e.g. walls or furniture).
Interference has per se no influence on the coverage, but on the quality of the wireless
link. It is not important from where the interference originates. Significant is the prob-
ability that an interfering signal with a certain power occurs. Therefore, we can model
the terminal-to-terminal interference by a random process. We use the Keenan-Motley
propagation model [62], which calculates the path-loss based on the free-space propa-
gation loss, an attenuation coefficient for penetrated walls and the probability that a
number of walls are traversed on the path between transmitter and receiver. The de-
tails about how the model parameters are obtained experimentally are described in
appendix G.
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4.4. Fundamental Design Choices and Tradeoffs
Propagation: The following table 4-3 summarizes the impact of fading on wireless
communication systems together with countermeasures to combat the problems. An
in-depth discussion of fading and interference in different types of wireless systems
can be found in [69] and [44]. Both publications provide a very comprehensive over-
view about state-of-the-art techniques. In [69], the authors deal particularly with the
problems faced when transmitting very high data rates.

Propagation
property

Countermeasure Tradeoff

Diversity:
Simultaneous transmission of the
same signal in the time-,
frequency- or polarization-
domain, or in space.

Time- and frequency-diversity are spectrally
inefficient, since the same information is re-
transmitted over the channel. Polarization diver-
sity has a limited efficiency, since only two in-
dependent paths (horizontally and vertically po-
larized) are available. Space diversity is the most
efficient approach, but requires multiple anten-
nas and hence increases both complexity and
cost of the system.

Coding:
Redundant bits are added at the
transmitter to facilitate correction
of errors at the receiver.
Interleaving:
(equivalent to diversity in time)

Error-correcting codes reduce the spectral effi-
ciency of the channel. Interleaving increases the
transmission delay, results in higher complexity
of transmitter and receiver and requires large
memory. The delay increase is particularly se-
vere for high-speed data transmission over slow-
fading channels.

Flat fading:
Multiple
delayed
copies of the
transmitted
signal are
received due
to reflections
on objects
surrounding
transmitter
and receiver.

Adaptive modulation:
Channel conditions are estimated
and sent back to the transmitter
for adapting its transmission
mode appropriately.

Adaptation schemes increase the system com-
plexity and the channel estimates, which are fed
back to the transmitter, use channel capacity.
Adaptive modulation performs poorly if the
channel conditions change faster than the update
frequency.

Equalization:
The channel distortions are
removed (inverted) at the receiver
by appropriate filters.

The linear equalizer is simple, but enhances
noise and interfering signals. A decision-
feedback equalizer performs better, but requires
training sequences and causes slightly higher
complexity. Due to error propagation, it can be
used only for channels with a low BER.

Multi-carrier modulation:
The transmission bandwidth is
divided into sub-channels, carry-
ing in parallel the information bits
divided into a number of streams.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) can be implemented efficiently using
FFT. The large peak-to-average signal-power
ratio requires using linear amplifiers. Synchroni-
zation is difficult for time-varying fading, caus-
ing frequency offset and timing mismatch.

Spread spectrum:
Channels are spread over a larger
bandwidth by using a pseudo-
noise sequence.

Spreading increases the signal bandwidth. Nar-
row-band interference and multipath components
are removed by de-spreading the signal and ap-
plying narrow-band-filtering.

Frequency-
selective
fading:
The multipath
delay exceeds
the duration
of a symbol
transmission
and the signal
introduces
self-
interference.

Directional antennas:
Interfering reflections are sup-
pressed by narrow-beam antenna.

Multipath components are removed and the de-
lay-spread is reduced. However, manufacturing
costs for "smart" antennas can be considerable.

Table 4-3: Fading and countermeasures for wireless communication systems.
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The framework we developed in section 2.4 for future wireless systems defines a
number of constraints for the selection of appropriate countermeasures to combat the
propagation problems identified in table 4-3. Data rates of at least 100Mbps should be
handled and typical deployment scenarios are indoors. Sufficient, yet limited band-
width is available for the targeted services in frequency bands around 17…60GHz.
Further, simplicity and installation costs are of importance, hence networks are likely
to be set up in an ad-hoc fashion.

Considering these facts, we notice that a number of countermeasures come virtu-
ally “free of charge”. The proposed frequency bands and installation methods require
using specifically adapted antennas for both APs and mobile terminals in any case.
The antenna design could then be tailored suitably to suppress also unwanted mul-
tipath components and hence reduce the frequency-selective fading. Further, the small
size of antennas, particularly for a 60GHz system, allows placing antenna arrays on
the devices, providing small-scale space diversity. Rather small cells, due to the high
pathloss at 17 and 60GHz, require a relative dense infrastructure for achieving suffi-
cient coverage. A mobile terminal will therefore be able to receive most likely signals
from several APs simultaneously, offering additional space diversity on a larger scale.
Hence, directional antennas and space diversity are two inherent countermeasures to
reduce fading, but alone are not sufficient to guarantee adequate overall system per-
formance.

The received signal levels in typical indoor situations are often very low, due to
transmission power limitations, shadowing and the high free-space propagation loss.
High-speed data transmission further requires a considerable bandwidth to accommo-
date the information rate, creating a rather high noise floor. We should therefore avoid
fading countermeasures, which result in an increased system noise or enhance inter-
fering signals. This argument discourages somewhat the use of equalizers.

The anticipated data rates also preclude the use of spreading techniques. Consid-
ering a 100Mbps signal transmitted in a 500MHz bandwidth with 4-ary modulation
and half-rate coding yields a spreading factor of 5, but leaves no room to accommo-
date more than one user in that frequency band.

This leaves multi-carrier modulation and coding as the favorite techniques. Both
achieve good performance even under severe multipath fading conditions [68] and the
moderate complexity, particularly when using the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
for implementing the multi-carrier modulation, facilitates low-cost devices. Space di-
versity and smart antennas help further improving the system performance.

Network design: Some issues regarding the principal layout of the communication
system need to be discussed. Typically, a number of users wish to communicate at the
same time. Still, all need to share the same wireless medium. The spectrally most effi-
cient solution is a cellular system, where each mobile terminal communicates with the
closest base station. From there, the information is carried via the wired backbone
network. A point-to-point architecture, or multi-hop network, is not suitable. It re-
quires data packets to be relayed between nodes until they reach the destination, pro-
ducing huge network traffic for the expected data rates of up to 100Mbps per node.

Within a cellular network, different users can be separated in the time- or fre-
quency-domain (orthogonal), but also by means of unique spreading codes (non-
orthogonal). We already discussed that spreading is not very effective, considering the
bandwidth limitations and data rates. The orthogonal methods differ mainly in flexi-
bility and complexity. Time-division can adapt easily to changing traffic patterns by
using a “smart scheduler”, which changes dynamically the allocation of time slots.
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However, it requires accurate synchronization and is therefore more complex. Fre-
quency-division is simpler, but less flexible since the bandwidth of a channel is fixed.

In a cellular system, we need to distinguish between the separation of the commu-
nication from and to the AP, the duplex method, and the separation of different users
transmitting data in the same direction, the multiple-access scheme.

Among the different multiple-access schemes, random channel access methods are
not well suited for our purposes - code-division for the previously discussed reasons
and ALOHA due to its low efficiency. This leaves orthogonal schemes, such as Time
or Frequency Division Multiple Access (TDMA or FDMA). The down-link traffic is
managed by the base station, which guarantees fair access to the wireless medium for
all mobiles and hence requires somewhat less attention. In the up-link direction, mo-
bile terminals request access to a channel during a contention phase and the base sta-
tion takes care of the channel allocation. We will consider the protocol overhead for
the up-link contention to be marginal compared to the data traffic and thus neglect it.

The duplex method has impact on the interference situation between cells (inter-
cell interference), since we cannot assume that all base stations in a network can coor-
dinate and synchronize their up- and down-link traffic. Hence, we need to evaluate
both Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and study
their influence on the system performance. Details of the implementation and the re-
sulting interference problems will be discussed more detailed in section 4.6.

We conclude that the preferred system design constitutes a cellular network with an
orthogonal multiple-access scheme and time- or frequency-duplex.

4.5. Physical Layer Characteristics
An OFDM air interface was selected to combat the strong multipath propagation en-
countered in typical indoor situations. The system uses 128 subcarriers in a 50MHz
bandwidth. A guard interval of 210ns is added according to measurements in a num-
ber of indoor settings [4], which showed that the RMS delay spread normally does not
exceed 200ns. This observation was confirmed generally by the ray-tracing simula-
tions carried out during this work. Only a few situations, particularly in the campus
environment, showed channel impulse responses with a delay spread up to 260ns for
significant signal contributions.

With a sampling frequency of 50MHz and the 210ns guard-interval, a total symbol
time of 2.77µs is obtained. A half-rate Reed-Solomon RS(31,15) code is used to cor-
rect bit errors caused by fast fading. Three modulation schemes, 4-, 16- and 64-QAM,
facilitate link-adaptation with maximum data rates of 44.6, 89.2 and 133.8Mbps.

Link-adaptation: The selection of the appropriate modulation scheme is based on the
Signals-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) in the channel at a particular time. Instantaneous
and exact measurements are generally difficult to obtain in a wireless network and
require extensive signaling overhead. In packet data networks, where the channel is
utilized at random time intervals, accurate estimates are practically impossible. We
will therefore use a scheme, which averages SIR measurements reported form the
link-layer over a 20ms interval and then selects the modulation that maximizes the
channel throughput. This modulation scheme will then be maintained during the fol-
lowing 20ms period until the next update occurs. We assume further that the link-
adaptation scheme is applied individually for each link between mobile and AP as
well as independently for up- and down-link.
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Multiple Access: Later in chapter 5, we will motivate that achieving coverage is a
fundamental problem, particularly in the 60GHz band. The main reason is the high
path-loss together with the restricted transmission power of wireless devices. The
small margin between the received signals and the noise floor preclude the use of non-
orthogonal multiple access schemes, since they further deteriorate the signal quality
by adding intra-cell interference. From the two possible options for orthogonal
schemes, TDMA or FDMA, the TDMA scheme is the preferred choice. It offers a
large degree of flexibility in handling traffic variations and facilitates straightforward,
low-cost implementations.

4.6. Traffic Models
One objective of this work is to determine the capacity of wireless networks in vari-
ous environments and for different deployment strategies. We consider systems for
packet data and with mobile terminals. The capacity of a wireless network, i.e. the
number of terminals that can be served at a given data rate, depends, among other
factors, on the signal quality and hence on the interference level in the system. On the
other hand, interference patterns depend on both the duplex method and the multiple-
access scheme. In this section, we will therefore discuss how the data packets are
handled in the system and accurately define the traffic models.

We perform a semi-static capacity analysis, where the system is evaluated over a
number of unrelated, static traffic situations, or snapshots, during which the mobile
terminals remain stationary. For each snapshot, a given number of terminals are
placed in the environment according to a uniform distribution. Terminals connect to
the AP with the strongest received signal. Issues related to system dynamics, such as
inter-cell hand-over or fast power control, are beyond the scope of this work.

4.6.1. Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)

Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) separates the up- and down-link in the frequency
domain, effectively eliminating any interference between APs and between terminals.
However, FDD does not allow reallocating the capacities for up- and down-link if the
traffic ratio changes in a particular cell. This would cause an overlap of up- and down-
link channels between adjacent cells and create interference, which resource manage-
ment schemes designed for FDD normally cannot cope with.

In the simulations carried out in the following chapters, we will evaluate the sys-
tem under full load, i.e. with all channels busy. The system throughput per cell de-
pends therefore only on the frequency reuse pattern and the local propagation condi-
tions, for example walls shielding co-channel interference. The achievable user data
rate is proportional to the number of TDMA slots allocated to that particular link. We
further assume that no hardware constraints limit the number of simultaneously con-
nected links. The received SIR can be measured instantaneously in every snapshot,
since the length of the data packets is irrelevant in a FDD system.

4.6.2. Time Division Duplex (TDD)

Time Division Duplex (TDD) schedules different time intervals (time slots) for up-
and down-link in the same frequency band and is hence more flexible, but at the cost
of interference between the duplex channels of adjacent cells. A major problem for
TDD schemes is the synchronization between all or at least the neighboring cells in
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the system, such that the overlap and hence the interference between up- and down-
link is minimized. The coordination of a large number of cells is in realistic systems
virtually impossible. The Bunch concept has been proposed in [70] and [71] to over-
come these difficulties, but it is beyond the scope of this work. We will therefore
study only TDD systems in which APs allocate time slots for up- and down-link ran-
domly and independent of each other. To limit the complexity of the packet simula-
tions, we will however assume that the time slots generally are aligned.

In contrast to the FDD system, data packets transmitted on the up-link can interfere
with down-link packets and vice versa. Therefore, each packet transmission needs to
be simulated together with its specific, continuously changing interference situation.
Interference between mobile terminals is simulated with the Keenan-Motley propaga-
tion model described in section 4.3 and in appendix G. We assume that data packets
have a fixed length of 1500 Bytes and a 5% overhead is added to account for header
information and the implementation of an Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol.
Packets are generated according to a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate λ and
stored in separate queues for each user. Among all terminals assigned to a particular
AP, one is randomly selected for transmitting packets during the following time
frame. These time frames comprise 1 up-link and 4 down-link slots, based on the as-
sumption that 20% of the total traffic is sent from the mobile to the AP and 80% in the
other direction. The duration of one slot is 290.85µs, which is equivalent to the time
required for transmitting one data packet (including error coding and overhead) using
4-QAM modulation. In case a higher-order modulation scheme is used, the number of
transmitted packets per slot increases accordingly. The mapping of the slot duration
on the air-interface and the different modulation schemes is shown in table 4-4.

Packets with non-correctable errors are retransmitted in the next possible frame,
which is granted to that particular terminal. If the packet has not been successfully
transmitted after a maximum delay Dmax, the packet is removed from the queue and
dropped. We assume that a packet-loss rate of 5% can be tolerated for a packet data
system. Hence, if the average packet-loss rate for the whole system exceeds 5%, the
system is overloaded.

Modulation
scheme

No. of bits per symbol
interval* (2.77µs)

No. of symbols
per packet

No. of packets transmitted
per time-slot (290.85µs)

4-QAM 120 105 1
16-QAM 240 52.5 2
64-QAM 360 35 3

Table 4-4: Mapping of the time-slot structure on the air-interface and the modulation schemes.
*) Out of the 128 OFDM carriers, 4 are not used so that an even number of bits per symbol time is

achieved. These carriers can be used for example to estimate the channel.
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4.6.3. Interference in the TDD and the FDD system

Figure 4-7 shows the different interference situations for a TDD and a FDD system. In
both cases, N Access Points {AP1 … APN} support each a number of mobile terminals
{ T1, T2, …}. If a frequency reuse factor of R is applied, we obtain the following as-
signments for a FDD scheme:

{T1,1, T1,2, …} are assigned to AP1 on frequencies {f1,up, f1,down} in up- and down-link
{ T2,1, T2,2, …} are assigned to AP2 on frequencies {f2,up, f2,down} in up- and down-link
…
{ TR,1, TR,2, …} are assigned to APR on frequencies {fR,up, fR,down} in up- and down-link
{ TR+1,1, TR+1,2, …} are assigned to APR+1 on frequencies {f1,up, f1,down} in up- and down-link
…
{ TN,1, TN,2, …} are assigned to APN on frequencies {fx,up, fx,down} in up- and down-link

In a TDD system, up- and down-link reside in the same frequency band.

We notice that the same frequency f1 is used for AP1 and APR+1, causing co-channel
interference. The frequency assignment for APN depends on the total number of APs
N and the reuse factor R. In the example above, an undefined assignment fx is there-
fore given. If, coincidentally, N = aR+1, with a being integer, APN would also use f1.

The systems suffer co-channel interference since AP1 and APR+1 reuse the same
frequency band f1. In the case of FDD, the band is split in two separate sub-bands for
up- and down-link and interference occurs separately for the channels f1,up and f1,down.
The TDD system uses the entire frequency band and hence co-channel interference
occurs when time-slots with the same direction collide (between two up-links or two
down-links) or when time-slots with different directions collide (between up- and
down-link). Examples are shown in figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: Interference situation in the FDD and the TDD system.
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4.7. Performance Measures
The quality of a communication link is generally considered sufficient if a given Bit
Error Rate (BER) on the channel is not exceeded. A number of effects impact on the
performance of a radio link, but we will limit our attention to multipath and shadow
fading. We will follow an approach proposed in [21] to model both effects and to de-
rive appropriate performance measurers for estimating coverage and capacity of the
studied wireless system.

The fast fading component of a radio signal can usually not be tracked and cor-
rected, since even very high sampling frequencies do not enable the receiver to re-
solve each individual multipath contribution. Suitable fading margins are therefore
included in the system design. At 17 and 60GHz, the multipath fading changes con-
siderably over small distances due to the short wavelength of 17mm and 5mm respec-
tively. Capturing this effect would require closely spaced sampling points, making
coverage predictions of large areas nearly impossible. We will instead evaluate the
performance loss due to multipath fading in the small-scale, for instance over an area
of approximately 20x20 wavelengths. The large-scale coverage properties can then be
calculated over entire set of small-scale areas. We first define for the small-scale area
a local outage probability π on the mean BER by:

{ }410Pr −>= BERπ (2-1)

It is the probability that the time-averaged BER of a randomly selected sample point
in that small-scale area is above 10-4. This value is acceptable for packet data systems
if small packets are used and a fast ARQ scheme is employed. For a proper function-
ing of the system, we require that the local outage probability is below a maximum of
π̂  = 0.1. We assume that a user will attempt to change his or the devices position
slightly when experiencing a bad link quality, hence we can tolerate this relatively
high local outage.

Based on the local outage probability π, we can now define the large-scale outage
probability Π over the ensemble of small-scale zones as the fraction where the local
outage probability exceeds the maximum π̂ :

{ }ππ ˆPr >=Π (2-2)

The large-scale outage probability is used to evaluate the coverage of the system and
we require a Π < 0.1 for typical indoor situations, i.e. at least 90% of the entire service
area should be covered.

We defined with the large-scale outage probability a performance measure to esti-
mate the coverage in a given area. The capacity analysis however requires evaluating
the average data rate per user and the number of simultaneously supported users. Still,
these two quantities are of limited use for judging the economical feasibility of a
wireless network. The installation costs per user in relation to the generated revenues
are relevant for a network owner or operator. It is reasonable to assume that earnings
per user are proportional to the offered data rates and that infrastructure costs increase
roughly linear with the number of installed APs [72]. The second supposition can be
substantiated if we consider that an operator is charged a flat-rate fee for access to the
wired backbone network. Further, no additional expenses are caused by the wiring or
network planning if the APs are user-deployed and hence the AP hardware becomes
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the dominating cost factor. The infrastructure cost Φ can be described now conven-
iently by the number of installed APs per user.

The relation between revenues and offered data rates is determined by the business
model of the operator and beyond the scope of this thesis. We will therefore express
the network income only in terms of throughput per user and assume an unspecified
relationship Γ between revenues and data rates.

From the capacity simulations, we obtain the mean data rate per channel ρ. Each
channel occupies a bandwidth of BCh = 50MHz and the available system bandwidth is
B0. Hence, a total of B0/BCh/R channels are available per AP, where R is the frequency
reuse factor. We assume that the network has an average population of µ users per
area unit and a mean infrastructure density of ν APs per area unit. Now the system
capacity Ω, i.e. the expected data rate per user, can be calculate as a function of the
infrastructure cost Φ = ν/µ [APs/user] by the equation:

Φ⋅
⋅

⋅=Ω
RB

B

Ch

0ρ     [Mbps/user] (2-3)

The quotient ρ/BCh is approximately constant for a given coding/modulation scheme.
R depends on the interference situation in the network and can be reduced to some
extent by advanced radio resource management schemes. The capacity grows linearly
with the available system bandwidth B0, but also with the infrastructure investments
Φ. The factor which should be estimated in this study is the effective throughput per
channel ρ and hence the resulting relation between Φ and Ω. Consequently, we can
establish the feasibility of providing high-speed wireless data services by showing that
the infrastructure costs in relation to the expected revenues are reasonable. Estimating
this relation in terms of $ per bit is beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be obtained
by mapping Ω on the throughput-revenue function Γ.

4.8. Link-Layer Issues
The following simulations are carried out to calculate the fast-fading margins based
on the small-scale outage probability. As set of typical Channel Impulse Responses
(CIRs) and the corresponding Directions-of-Arrival (DoA) are collected from a ge-
neric room with a size of 20x20m. The AP is placed in a corner at 1.8m height, corre-
sponding to an arbitrary placement, and 120 sample points are arranged in the middle
of the room on a 1cm grid. Both the CIR and DoA for each position are recorded
during a 5s period. A number of obstacles with 70cm diameter are placed in the room
according to a uniform distribution to introduce the randomly walking user shadow-
ing. Shadowers move at an average speed of 1m/s. The ray trajectories before arrival
at the receiver are calculated from the DoA. In case a ray intersects with a shadowing
object, its amplitude is attenuated by 7.5dB (60GHz) or 6.5dB (17GHz).

To understand the influence of the shadowing on the performance of an OFDM
system, it is necessary to select a suitable indoor channel model and study how the
CIR is affected by the loss of signal contributions. A multipath propagation model
capturing the specific aspects of indoor communications was proposed in [73] by
Saleh and Valenzuela. It is based on the phenomena that rays arrive as groups (or
clusters) at the receiver. The arrival of clusters as well as the arrival of rays within
each cluster can be characterized by Poisson processes with different arrival rates. The
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envelope of the ray amplitudes decays exponentially over time, as shown in the dia-
gram on the left side of figure 4-8. Since the original model does not provide any spa-
tial information, Spencer et al. proposed in [67] an extension to the Saleh-Valenzuela
model and studied the DoA of their measured data sets. The results showed that the
DoA of the clusters is approximately uniformly distributed over [0, 2π) and that the
distribution of the ray arrival angels within one cluster is Laplacian with a relative low
variance of 20…26°. An in-depth treatment of spatial propagation models can be
found in [65].

At the receiver, the incoming signal is sampled at a time interval TS, modeled as a
tapped-delay line [74]. It is unlikely that a receiver is able to resolve each individual
multipath contribution even for very high sampling frequencies. The channel tap
magnitudes will therefore be Rayleigh-distributed random variables. The fist tap has a
Ricean distribution in case a Line-of-Sight (LoS) component is present.

We know from the discussion of the Saleh-Valenzuela propagation model that the
rays within a cluster most likely arrive from approximately the same direction. A per-
son walking close to the receiver will obstructs not only a single ray, but also a whole
cluster of rays. Consequently, a large number of non-zero channel taps will be forced
to zero during the shadowing event. Hence, not only the total received power will be
reduced, but also the statistical properties of the CIR will change. The diagram on the
right side of figure 4-8 shows two examples of the fading profile: with relatively
strong and without shadowing. The fading becomes more intense in case of shadow-
ing due to the removal of a significant number of non-zero channel-taps from the CIR.
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Figure 4-8: Channel impulse response and impact of shadowing on the fading profile
of a 128-carrier OFDM signal at 60GHz.

In a next step, we simulate of the BER performance. The density of persons in the
room is set to 1 user per 20m2, which represents a typical situation in an office envi-
ronment [75]. The received subcarriers, distorted by the frequency-selective fading,
are then calculated by transforming the CIR in the frequency domain with a 128-point
FFT. After normalizing the received signal energy to remove the effects of shadowing
attenuation and pathloss the bit error probability is calculated and averaged over all
subcarriers.

Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the results obtained for 4-, 16- and 64-QAM modula-
tion and different shadowing situations. Remarkable are the flattening graphs for the
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BER and the local outage probability for the 60GHz system under heavy shadowing.
The behavior suggests that the system is reaching its coverage limit. The signal level
is below the noise floor in 10% of the service area, resulting in a constant error prob-
ability of 0.5. The effective throughput of such a system will tend to zero and we can
therefore conclude that the 60GHz system with the proposed air-interface parameters
and error coding is not suitable for wireless indoor systems under heavy shadowing.
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Figure 4-9: Mean BER and local outage probability π vs. Eb/N0 (shadowing density 1 user/20m2).
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Figure 4-10: Mean BER and local outage probability π vs. Eb/N0 (shadowing density 1 user/4m2).

The minimum Eb/N0 for reaching a local outage probability of πe < 0.1 are listed in
table 4-5 for all studied cases.

Frequency band Shadowing 4-QAM 16-QAM 64-QAM
17GHz    1 user per 20m2       15dB       19dB 23.5dB
17GHz    1 user per 4m2       15dB       19dB 23.5dB
60GHz    1 user per 20m2       14.4dB       18.4dB 22.9dB
60GHz    1 user per 4m2       18.7dB       22.7dB 27.1dB

Table 4-5: Eb/N0 requirements for the modulation schemes in different shadowing situations.
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The bit error probability can now be used for estimating the expected link-layer
throughput as a function of the received signal quality. We assume a perfect ARQ
scheme and therefore can approximate the throughput by Rmax(1-PER), where the
Packet Error Rate (PER) can be calculated form the packet size (1500 Bytes plus 5%
overhead) and the bit error probability. The maximum data rate Rmax depends on the
useful symbol time (in our case 2.56 µs) and number of bits transmitted per constella-
tion for a particular modulation scheme. The approximated throughput will be used in
sections 5 and 6 to estimate the system coverage and capacity.
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Figure 4-11: Ideal system throughput, based on the bit error probabilities given in figure 4-9.

In this section, we determined a set of important system parameters based on detailed
simulations with the proposed air-interface. We established minimum standards for
the signal quality in order to match the requirements for the BER and the local outage
probability. The results in figure 4-11 allow straightforward calculation of the system
throughput from the measured signal quality. In the next chapter, we will study how
many APs are required to provide sufficient coverage in the different environment, so
that the large-scale outage requirement is fulfilled.
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5. Coverage Analysis
  _________________________________________________________    

The objective of this study is to estimate the performance of wireless communication
systems for different deployment strategies. We motivated in the methodology discus-
sion in chapter 3 that a necessary condition for providing wireless services is to guar-
antee sufficient coverage in the intended service area. We recall that we need to study
a noise-limited system and neglect any interference, which would reduce performance
margins in the link budget and consequently require a denser infrastructure to com-
pensate for the additional losses. The results from the coverage analysis will set an
upper bound on the achievable performance, equivalent to a system with a perfect ra-
dio resource management.

The principal approach for all coverage simulations is very similar. Performance
measures, propagation models and physical-layer parameters have been introduced in
sections 4.3 through 4.8. Fast fading effects are included in the link-layer performance
figures. The received power values for a large number of uniformly distributed sam-
ples in the considered environments are calculated at 17 and 60GHz. The self-
shadowing caused by carrying wearable devices is simulated by assigning each sam-
ple point a random direction in (0, 2π] and attenuating the back-lobe of the receiver
antenna according to the self-shadowing model described in figure 4-6 in section 4.3.
Further, shadowing caused by randomly dispersed obstacles or persons is included as
described in the shadowing model in appendix C. The AWGN has a single-sided
spectral density of N0/2 and a transmission power (EIRP) of 20dBm is used.

We will examine the mean throughput for the different environments, infrastruc-
ture densities and deployment scenarios. The throughput results are calculated by
mapping the signal quality (SNR) on the link-layer results in figure 4-11 and averag-
ing over all samples. Hence, we obtain an estimate of the mean data rate experienced
by a user that is walking randomly within the considered environment.

Office environment: We assume that the average density of users in a typical office is
approximately 1 person per 20m2 and adjust the shadowing parameters accordingly.
The small rooms and the resulting large number of walls require a relatively dense
infrastructure for achieving coverage, particularly for the 60GHz frequency band. Se-
lected results are shown in the following figure 5-1 together with the mean achievable
data rates in table 5-1. The throughput for arbitrary installations is averaged over four
different AP placements to provide sufficient statistics for the random AP positions.
The variance σ of the 10th-percentile values of the throughput distribution indicates
how strong the tail of the distribution is influenced by the different AP placements. It
provides an estimate for the sensitivity of the network to changing infrastructure pat-
terns. A low variance shows that modifying several or all AP positions has little influ-
ence on the achievable data rates for those sample points, which achieve a just accept-
able link quality. Hence, rearranging the APs has only a small impact on the coverage
properties of the system. A large variance indicates that changing the AP positions
will have considerable impact on sample points with poor signal quality and thus
strongly influence the coverage.

Two observations can be made. A difference in the performance of regular and ar-
bitrary AP placements is noticeable, however vanishing with increasing infrastructure
density. Further, a denser infrastructure reduces significantly the throughput variance.
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The main reason is that more APs improve the coverage and provide better diversity
for the mobile terminals. The increasing probability of reaching an AP with adequate
link-quality reduces also the importance of the actual placement of all surrounding
APs. The trends can be observed clearly for the 17GHz system, whereas the 60GHz
system just reaches sufficient coverage with 5APs/100m2 and therefore the results are
not likewise conclusive.
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Figure 5-1: Cumulative distribution of the SNR for different AP densities in the office setting.

AP density Equiv.
no. of
APs

Regular infrastructure,
mean throughput
[Mbps]

Arbitrary infrastructure,
mean throughput
[Mbps]

Arbitrary infrastructure,
variance σ of the 10th-
percentile throughput [Mbps]

Office, 17GHz
0.75/100m2 4 107.6 (88.6) (6.2)
1.5/100m2 8 121.8 113.5 12.6

3/100m2 16 126.7 119.9 10.0
5/100m2 28 127.3 126.6 0.002

Office, 60GHz
3/100m2 16 (60.7) (61.6) (0)

5/100m2 28 88.3 94.9 3.5
7.4/100m2 40 - 107.8 -

Table 5-1: Mean achievable data rates for different infrastructure densities in the office
environment. Results with a large-scale outage of Π > 10% are shown in brackets (…).

Campus environment: The campus environment causes serious coverage problems,
since the distances between APs and mobiles are in some cases close to the maximum
cell radii estimated in section 4-1. Therefore, transmission power settings of 20 and
30dBm are used in the simulations to study whether increased power levels can re-
solve the coverage difficulties. A transmission power of 30dBm can be justified in the
down-link if suitable precautions are taken to avoid health risks. APs can be placed
for example sufficiently high above the ground so that always a minimum distance to
persons walking on the streets is maintained. However, only 20dBm are appropriate
for the up-link since mobile terminals are carried close to the user’s body and the ra-
diation levels must comply with the standards.
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Figure 5-2 shows a clear advantage of the regular-placement and the coverage im-
provement caused by using higher transmission power. We therefore expect severe
problems with the up-link in the capacity simulations in the following chapter 6 due to
the additional interference. Rough coverage estimation and coarse network planning
are strongly suggested for outdoor wireless LAN systems and if continuous coverage
should be achieved.

The 60GHz band generally is not well suited for high-rate outdoor applications and
the considered AP densities are not sufficient for providing adequate coverage in this
environment. Alternative approaches, such as modified air-interfaces with a reduced
channel bandwidth or an Infostation system [76] with discontinuous coverage and
predictive caching, could yield an acceptable performance. We will discuss simulation
results for the Infostation concept later in section 7.5.
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Figure 5-2: Cumulative distribution of the SNR for different AP densities in the campus
environment. The 60GHz results are acquired with a constant density of 6.6 AP per 10,000m2

Shopping mall environment: The coverage problems in the shopping mall environ-
ment are similar to those in the campus setting due to the large rooms and the open
court. Inappropriate placement of the APs causes large spots with insufficient signal
strength. The solid concrete walls between the shops additionally obstruct the propa-
gation.

Again, the 60GHz system reaches its performance limits and cannot provide suffi-
cient coverage, although densities of up to one AP in every shop have been investi-
gated. The Infostation concept could offer also in the shopping mall an interesting al-
ternative for services that don’t require continuous coverage. We will however ex-
clude the 60GHz system in the following capacity analysis due to inadequate cover-
age performance.

Coverage at 17GHz is influenced strongly by the correct placement of the APs,
particularly for densities below the 15dB performance margin. We assumed in section
4.1 that APs in a user-deployment scenario are installed most likely inside the shops,
providing coverage into the inner court only through the large shopping windows.
This approach causes considerable performance losses compared to the regular
placement, i.e. if an operator installs the APs on the galleries so that both the inner
court and the shops are illuminated. The difference in the 10th-percentile SNR reaches
13dB for a density of 3 APs per 1000m2 (see left plot in figure 5-3).
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Coverage in the shopping mall environment is complicated further by the possibly
high density of users, which do not only generate potentially high wireless traffic, but
also create intense shadowing. Therefore, we evaluate the 17GHz system also with a
shadowing density as high as 1 user per 4m2. The impact of the increased shadowing
can be studied by comparing the left and right plot in figure 5-3. The losses are still
acceptable, approximately 5dB, and the overall system performance satisfactory.
Hence, a 17GHz system with a sufficiently dense AP installation appears quite well
suited for the difficult propagation conditions encountered in the shopping mall envi-
ronment.
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Figure 5-3: Cumulative distribution of the SNR for different infrastructure densities
in the shopping mall environment.

Conclusions: We studied in this chapter the physical limitations of the proposed 17
and 60GHz wireless systems. By evaluating the coverage of noise-limited systems
with varying numbers of APs, we established a lower bound on the infrastructure den-
sity that needs to be deployed for offering wireless services in the considered envi-
ronments. It generally seems feasible to use both unlicensed frequency bands at 17
and 60GHz for typical indoor office applications. A 60GHz system usually requires a
3- to 5-times denser infrastructure, but in turn promises to deliver much higher ca-
pacities due to the smaller cell sizes and the larger bandwidth available for unlicensed
operation. The expected user densities, particularly for office scenarios, could actually
justify the required investments. Very high data rates seem to be feasible at 60GHz
once the infrastructure is in place, since the strong absorption loss through walls
shields the interference between cells. The user-deployment strategy causes some per-
formance loss compared to installations with regularly placed APs in typical office
situations, which however can be compensated by adding a few more APs to the in-
frastructure.

Outdoor environments cause considerable coverage problems, particularly at
60GHz. 17GHz systems can provide sufficient coverage and can be economically at-
tractive, even considering the generally only moderate user densities in typical out-
door scenarios. Only extremely populated areas, for example market squares or en-
trances to train stations, may be exceptions where a large number of customers gener-
ate such high capacity demands, that the infrastructure investments for a 60GHz sys-
tem can be justified.
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The shopping mall environment is a hybrid indoor/outdoor situation, where sizable
open areas require large cells. A 60GHz system can not provide sufficient coverage
and the strong absorption loss caused by the solid concrete walls requires even for a
17GHz system some attention when placing the APs.

The following table 5-2 summarizes the results of this chapter and lists the infra-
structure densities that are required for providing sufficient coverage in the different
environments. Further, the achievable data rates and the variance for the 10th-
percentile of the throughput distributions are provided.

AP density Equiv.
no. of
APs

Regular infrastructure,
mean throughput
[Mbps]

Arbitrary infrastructure,
mean throughput
[Mbps]

Arbitrary infrastructure,
variance σ of the 10th-
percentile throughput [Mbps]

Office, 17GHz
1.5/100m2 8 121.8 113.5 12.6
3/100m2 16 126.7 119.9 10.0

Office, 60GHz
5/100m2 28 88.3 94.9 3.5

Shopping mall, 17GHz, normal shadowing (1 person per 20m2)
3/103m2 36 117.2 (75.9) (0.002)
6/103m2 72 122.2 120.8 -

Shopping mall, 17GHz, heavy shadowing (1 person per 4m2)
3/103m2 36 (116.7) (64.2) (0)

6/103m2 72 121.8 110.3 -

Campus, 17GHz, PTx = 20dBm
4.2/104m2 19 (84.7) (69.3) (0.06)

6.6/104m2 30 109.4 (87.2) -
Campus, 17GHz, PTx = 30dBm

3.1/104m2 14 (108.1) (103.2) (3.6)
4.2/104m2 19 115.9 111.5 19.7

Table 5-2: Minimum infrastructure densities required for coverage and related achievable
throughputs. Results with a large-scale outage of Π ≥ 10% are shown in brackets (…).
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6. System Capacity
  _________________________________________________________    

6.1. Radio Resource Management
In section 4.4, the basic design choices for building a wireless communication system
have been discussed. We motivated the decisions to use multi-carrier modulation and
directional antennas to reduce frequency-selective fading as well as coding, space di-
versity and slow adaptive modulation to combat flat fading. Implementation of these
methods is relatively straightforward and explained in section 4.5 (adaptive modula-
tion, coding, multi-carrier) and appendix F (directional antennas). Space diversity is
not considered in this thesis for the following two reasons. Exploiting small-scale
space diversity requires designing special antenna arrays together with appropriate
signal processing algorithms, which is beyond the scope of this study. To take advan-
tage of large-scale diversity, rather complex schemes are necessary for coordinating
the simultaneous transmission and reception of signal contributions from different
APs. This topic is proposed for future research in section 7.3.

The algorithms to combat fading are implemented in a rather static way for the
coverage analysis in chapter 5. Only the modulation scheme was adapted to match the
estimated SNR for the different sample points in the service area.

When considering a capacity analysis, we face additional problems. Interference
needs to be taken into account when estimating the throughput of a radio link. The
interference pattern is constantly changing, since users typically communicate during
random time intervals and roam inside the service area. The resource management
issue becomes dynamic and the following issues need to be considered:
- Which transmission power settings (power control) should be used by a mobile

terminal and an AP to minimize interference to other radio links?
- How can a suitable frequency reuse pattern be established, so that the mutual inter-

ference between cells is minimized?
- Should the link-adaptation scheme be adjusted dynamically?

If yes: How fast should the adaptation follow changes in the interference pattern?

Power control: Using dynamic power control in a cellular network can reduce inter-
cell interference considerably and hence increase the capacity. The transmission
power of mobile terminal and AP are adjusted such that the signal quality in the radio
link is just above the required SIR. Thus, the interference to other links is minimized
while the targeted data rate is maintained. Finding the optimal power setting for all
APs and mobiles in a cellular network is a formidable task and often requires exces-
sive signaling traffic to transmit link quality measurements between all involved
nodes. Further, a central entity is necessary to coordinate the power settings across all
cells, so that ultimately a global minimum can be reached.

In a user-deployment scenario, APs are not installed together with a dedicated
wired backbone structure and it is therefore difficult to obtain a fully connected net-
work between all APs, so hat a power control scheme could become effective. Differ-
ent APs might not even be aware of their direct neighbors, for example due to strong
shadowing. Hence, the power control problem becomes extremely difficult to solve.
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The Bunch concept [70, 71] is an interesting approach to overcome these difficulties,
but at this time, we will leave this topic for future research.

The coverage study showed further that reaching all mobile terminals in a cell is
problematic with the transmission power constraints of 20dBm at 17 and 60GHz. Ma-
nipulating the power settings inaccurately can increase the outage probability drasti-
cally. Due to these difficulties, we will resort to a fixed power regime and attempt to
solve the interference problem by appropriately adjusting the frequency reuse in the
system.

Frequency reuse: Interference between cells is controlled usually by reusing the same
set of carrier frequencies, or channels, only after a certain distance, generating in a 2-
dimensional plane the typical cellular reuse patterns [77]. Obtaining a reuse scheme
that minimizes mutual interference between all cells, while maintaining a given spec-
tral efficiency, is computation-intensive and carried out typically as planning and op-
timization procedure prior to the network deployment.

A dense frequency reuse yields a large number of channels per cell. The 60GHz
band for example offers a total bandwidth of 500MHz. With a channel bandwidth of
50MHz and a frequency reuse of 2, we would obtain 500MHz / 50MHz / 2 = 5 chan-
nels per cell. However, the resulting interference levels would be prohibitively high,
causing a very low SIR and reducing the effective throughput per channel.

We discussed in section 2.4 that prior network planning is not feasible for user-
deployed infrastructures. Hence, dynamic schemes need to be used, where the APs
continuously measure the link quality and select the channels with the least long-term
average interference. Such a technique is used for example in HiperLAN/2. Results in
[28] show that suitable frequency reuse patterns in a network with 16 or 25 APs are
achieved typically after an initial start-up phase of 2 minutes.

Gather received power samples from 
the set of N APs: C = {AP1…APN}

Select the R APs, which receive most
intra-cell interference: χ = {ap1…apR}

Assign the first set of R 
frequencies:  ap1(f1) … apR( fR)

Frequency reuse 
factor R

Remove the assigned APs from the 
pool of “waiting”  APs: C := C \ χ

Select one AP from the set of “waiting”  APs, which generates 
least interference to the set of already assigned APs: apj ∈ C

Assign frequency i to the selected AP: apj(fi)

Set i := 1

i < R?

Remove apj form the set of “waiting”  APs: C := C \ apj

i := i + 1

i := 1      

Y

N

Figure 6-1: Simplified channel segregation algorithm.
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The algorithm used in the HiperLAN/2 system is called channel segregation [78] and
it was originally intended for circuit-switched TDMA/FDMA systems. However, we
deal with a packet-switched system and a packet-by-packet channel allocation is not
feasible. We therefore divert to a simplified, semi-dynamic version of channel segre-
gation, as shown in figure 6-1.

We assume that the frequency reuse is not obtained during normal operation of the
network, but in a separate training or startup phase. A number of mobile terminals
roam the entire area while reporting the measured received power samples form all
APs. These samples are processed by a central controller, which determines a channel
assignment that generates the minimal mutual interference for the down-links of all
APs. The same assignment is applied also for the up-link. This approach is perhaps
not suitable for implementation in a real network. Nevertheless, the focus of this study
is not the analysis of dynamic channel assignment schemes, but establishing reliable
performance bounds for the network capacity. The selected approach will generate
slightly optimistic results since it converges with certainty to the global interference
minimum. Still, it offers an acceptable tradeoff between computational complexity of
the simulations and accuracy of the results.

Link-adaptation: The selection of an appropriate modulation scheme shall maximize
the link throughput depending on the instantaneous signal quality (SIR). A problem in
packet-switched networks is that the expected link quality for the subsequent packet
transmission cannot be estimated due to the random nature of packet arrivals and
hence random interference in the network. We will use instead the long-term average
signal quality as a decision variable to predict with acceptable accuracy the expected
SIR for the next packet to be transmitted.

The long-term average SIR for each link will change only slowly compared to the
time to transmit one packet, since it is influenced mainly by the movements of the
mobile terminals and the arrival of new users in the system. We therefore update the
link-adaptation scheme in relatively long intervals of 20ms, i.e. approximately every
70 packets.

Table 6-1 summarizes the radio resource management schemes discussed here and in
section 4.4 and reviews their purpose in a wireless network. The methods used for the
simulations in the following sections are checked (á). Diversity and power control are
not implemented at this time and therefore marked with diamonds (v).

Radio resource
management schemes:

Radio transmis-
sion techniques:

Receiver technologies:

Design objective:

Dynamic
channel

allocation

Slow
adaptive

modulation

Power
control

Coding
and

ARQ

Multi-
carrier

modulation

Adaptive
array

antennas

Diversity

Reduce dynamic traffic
variations

á v

Maintain Quality-of-Service á á v

Reduce interference á v á

Combat flat fading á v

Combat frequency-selective
fading

á á

Increase system capacity á á v á

Table 6-1: Radio resource management techniques used for the capacity simulations.
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6.2. Simplified Capacity Analysis - Frequency
Duplex Division (FDD)

The same approach as for the coverage simulations has been taken for simulating a
FDD system. Shadowing densities, link-layer results and transmitted power levels are
identical. However, now the interference from other APs (down-link) and mobile ter-
minals (up-link) is included. An appropriate frequency plan with different reuse fac-
tors is obtained prior to the simulations by the simplified channel segregation algo-
rithm [78]. Interfering mobile terminals (for up-link simulations) are randomly placed
in the co-channel cells. Exactly one mobile per channel is active in every cell since we
assume a fully loaded system.

We expect that higher frequency reuse factors yield better SIR distributions and
hence a higher channel throughput, but also a fewer channels in the system. A denser
infrastructure provides better coverage, but also increases the interference level in the
network. Conclusions regarding the system capacity can be drawn only by consider-
ing all three aspects. The following table 6-2 lists therefore the relations between in-
frastructure densities, frequency reuse and total number of channels in the considered
environments to facilitate interpretation of the results shown in the subsequent figures
and tables in this chapter.

Note that the table does not consider a duplex scheme. For example: 3 APs per
100m2 in the office environment yield 40 channels for a frequency reuse of 4 and a
system bandwidth of B0 = 500MHz. Consequently, 20 up-link and 20 down-link
channels can be allocated. An alternative solution is to introduce suitable modifica-
tions to the proposed air-interface, for example by further subdividing a channel in
two lower-bandwidth sub-channels. This would allow accommodating both up- and
down-link in one channel.

Number of channels per AP: Total number of channels:AP density Number
of APs

Freq.
reuse B0=200MHz B0=500MHz B0=200MHz B0=500MHz

Office
1.5/100m2 8 8 0.5 1.25 4 10

3/100m2 16 4 / 8 1 / 0.5 2.5 / 1.25 16 / 8 40 / 20
5/100m2 28 8 0.5 1.25 14 35

7.4/100m2 40 8 0.5 1.25 20 50

Shopping mall
6/1,000m2 72 8 / 12 0.5 / 0.33 1.25 / 0.83 36 / 24 90 / 60

Campus
3.1/10,000m2 14 8 0.5 1.25 7 17.5

4.2/10,000m2 19 4 / 8 1 / 0.5 2.5 / 1.25 19 / 9.5 47.5 / 23.75
6.6/10,000m2 30 4 / 8 1 / 0.5 2.5 / 1.25 30 / 15 75 / 37.5

Table 6-2: Relationship between infrastructure density, frequency reuse and number of channels
available in the entire system for the different environments.

Further, it is not possible to allocate fractional channels per AP. The office environ-
ment provides an example. A system bandwidth of B0 = 200MHz which yields 0.5
channels per AP at a frequency reuse of 8. Fractional channels per AP indicate that
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the frequency reuse factor is not attainable for the given system and channel band-
width. Possible solutions are:
- Increasing the available system bandwidth: This requires applying for more unli-

censed spectrum at the responsible authorities that manage the local frequency al-
location.

- Reducing the channel bandwidth: This can easily be achieved by properly redes-
igning the air interface, but likely at the cost of a lower channel throughput.

- Enforcing tighter frequency reuse: The interference handling capabilities of the
system can be improved by various methods (lower-order modulation, robust cod-
ing, etc.), which also usually reduce the channel throughput.

The information in table 6-2 will be used later in section 6.4 for estimating the total
network capacity, user throughput and efficiency for the different systems, so that
their performances can be appropriately compared.

Office environment: The coverage analysis for 60GHz showed that a density of at
least 5 APs per 100m2 is required for achieving coverage, which is equivalent to ap-
proximately 1 AP per room in the office environment. The results for the FDD
scheme in figure 6-2 indicate that a frequency reuse of 8 and regular-deployment are
necessary for this AP density to suppress sufficiently the interference from other cells
and to fulfill the 90%-coverage requirement. The high propagation attenuation at
60GHz causes relatively weak received signals, so that even low interference levels,
leaking through walls or open doors, substantially degrade the SIR.
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Figure 6-2: Cumulative distribution of the SIR for the FDD system in the office environment.

Fewer APs are required at 17GHz for achieving coverage. Increasing the infrastruc-
ture density adds more system capacity, because the total number of channels grows
with the number of APs. However, the increase is not linear since the intensifying co-
channel interference must to be compensated by a higher frequency reuse factor. A
suitable parameter choice depends therefore on the expected traffic.
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Figure 6-3: Cumulative distribution of the SIR for the FDD system in the office environment.

Shopping mall environment: We noticed in section 5 that a 60GHz system cannot
provide adequate coverage in the shopping mall for the considered infrastructure den-
sities. Hence, only the 17GHz system is simulated in the capacity analysis. Again, we
will investigate also the impact of heavy shadowing on the system performance.

A network with an average density of 6 APs per 1000m2 provides sufficient cover-
age, but a relatively high frequency reuse factor of 8 must be applied. We observe an
interesting effect in this environment: the arbitrary-placed infrastructure yields a bet-
ter performance than regular-placed APs. This is caused by the directional antennas
used for the wall-mounted APs, which can effectively suppress interference from ad-
jacent cells. The better SIR distribution is therefore in this particular situation the re-
sult of the reduced interference.
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Figure 6-4: Cumulative distribution of the SIR for the 17GHz FDD system
in the shopping mall environment with light shadowing (1 person/20m2).

An infrastructure density of 6 APs per 1000m2 and a frequency reuse of 8 can still
guarantee coverage in case of heavy shadowing, i.e. when the shopping mall is
crowded with up to 1 person per 4m2. However, the advantage of wall-mounted APs
diminishes. A network of ceiling-mounted APs provides greater diversity due to the
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better visibility of the APs (higher position) and the omnidirectional antennas. A mo-
bile terminal that experiences an obstructed LoS path to the closest AP can benefit
from the diversity and has a better chance of connecting to an alternative AP. Since
the overall performance of both installation methods differs only marginally, the best-
suited alternative with respect to the local circumstances can be selected. Throughput
results for the shopping mall environment are summarized in table 6-3.
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Figure 6-5: Cumulative distribution of the SIR for the 17GHz FDD system
in the shopping mall environment with heavy shadowing (1 person/4m2).

Campus environment: An outdoor scenario is indeed an extreme application of a
high-speed wireless data system. The coverage problems, which already have been
observed in chapter 5, are intensified by the co-channel interference and also the
17GHz system reaches its limits in this environment.
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Figure 6-6: Cumulative distribution of the SIR, 17GHz FDD system (campus environment).

Reliable coverage and an acceptable throughput can be provided in the down-link if a
transmission power of 30dBm is used. A frequency reuse factor of 4 is feasible for an
AP density of 6.6 APs per 10,000m2. The margins in the up-link (20dBm EIRP) are
tight. Hence, some rough network planning and a higher frequency reuse are required.
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Preliminary conclusions for the FDD system: Interference reduces the system per-
formance considerably compared to the noise-limited coverage analysis. Hence,
higher infrastructure densities and a rather high frequency reuse factor are required to
cope with the co-channel interference and provide an adequate signal quality in the
radio links. A 60GHz system can offer large capacities for typical indoor applications
with a dense infrastructure, e.g. the considered office environment. However, costs
are relatively high due to the large number of APs required for achieving coverage.
Systems operating at 17GHz are more versatile and can be upgraded gradually when
more capacity is needed. The quite small amount of spectrum currently allocated for
unlicensed operation limits however the total system capacity. Coverage of large out-
door areas is generally difficult to achieve in both frequency bands.

The FDD scheme effectively separates up- and down-link and therefore allows
straightforward conclusions regarding co-channel interference and suitable frequency
reuse factors. Nevertheless is FDD often too inflexible for practical applications. We
will use the results obtained in this section (infrastructure density and frequency re-
use) for the simulations in the following section where we study the performance of a
TDD system. Table 6-3 summarizes the achievable data rates for different infrastruc-
ture densities and frequency reuse factors in the considered environments. Again, the
performance figures for the arbitrary-placed infrastructure are averaged over 4 differ-
ent AP arrangements and the variance σ of the 10th-percentile throughput is provided
to indicate the deviation in the tail of the distribution.

Regular infrastructure Arbitrary infrastructureAP density Freq.
reuse mean throughput [Mbps] mean throughput [Mbps] variance σ [Mbps]

Office, 17GHz up-link down-link up-link down-link up-link down-link
1.5/100m2 8 121.6 121.6 113.1 113.1 19.2 19.2

3/100m2 4 (95.0) (94.0) (93.0) (96.4) (17.3) (13.9)
3/100m2 8 125.3 124.5 118.5 118.0 7.9 10.2

Office, 60GHz up-link down-link up-link down-link up-link down-link
5/100m2 8 88.5 88.5 (93.5) (93.4) (2.7) (2.2)

7.4/100m2 8 - - 105.3 105.1 - -

Shopping mall, 17GHz
up-link down-link up-link down-link up-link down-link

6/103m2 8 114.4 114.6 117.1 116.9 0 0
Shopping mall, 17GHz, heavy shadowing

up-link down-link up-link down-link up-link down-link
6/103m2 8 108.9 105.1 104.4 (101.5) - -

6/103m2 12 110.5 108.3 108.9 107.1 - -

Campus, 17GHz up-link down-link* up-link down-link* up-link down-link*
4.2/104m2 4 (85.6) 112.4 (72.7) 108.7 (0.9) 17.8

6.6/104m2 8 111.1 125.9 93.5 124.7 - -

Table 6-3: Throughput for the FDD system in the different environments.
Results with a large-scale outage of Π ≥ 10% are shown in brackets (…).

*) Down-link transmission power: 30dBm.
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6.3. Refined Capacity Analysis - Time Duplex
Division (TDD)

A TDD system easily allows accommodating asymmetric traffic, but the price for the
increased flexibility is interference between up- and down-link. We assume that the
large number of APs as well as the high link-layer throughput and hence relatively
short duration of time-slots preclude reasonably accurate time-slot synchronization
between APs. Further, the high user data rates rule out advanced packet scheduling
algorithms which minimize up-/down-link and co-channel interference. The interfer-
ence level therefore increases proportional to the overlap between up- and down-link
time-slots.

The interference situation in the entire network changes from packet to packet in a
TDD system. Thus, we can not assume that, like in a FDD system, a particular mobile
terminal enjoys a constant SIR (given that the number of terminals is fixed and all re-
main stationary). We need to divert to packet-based simulation techniques and use the
refined traffic model described in section 4.6.2.

For each snapshot, a number of mobile terminals are placed in the service area ac-
cording to a 2-dimensional uniform distribution and a suitable frequency plan is gen-
erated by the channel segregation algorithm. The frequency reuse factors are set to
slightly higher values than those obtained from the FDD simulations to compensate
for the additional interference between up- and down-link.

The mobiles remain stationary during the 1s snapshot and transmit packets with an
average rate of 10Mbps. 80% of the packets are scheduled for the down-link and the
remaining 20% for the up-link. Mobiles connect to the AP with the strongest received
signal and keep the connection during the entire snapshot. Hence, no hand-over be-
tween cells is performed.

The number of mobile terminals that can be assigned to an AP on a single channel
is not limited. Channel access is granted by the AP by making a random selection
among all currently assigned mobiles. If a packet was successfully transmitted, it is
removed from the queue and the time that this packet spent in the queue is logged for
the statistical analysis of the system. Unsuccessful transmission attempts are repeated
when the mobile is granted access to the channel again. If a packet remains longer
than a given maximum delay Dmax in the queue, it is removed and recorded as lost
packet. We assume that higher-layer protocols employ a suitable ARQ scheme and
that we can tolerate an average packet-loss rate of up to 5%. The definition of appro-
priate delay constraints depends largely on the specific applications. We consider
therefore two generic service types and determine suitable packet delay thresholds:
Dmax = 10ms for delay-sensitive applications and Dmax = 100ms for services with less
strict latency requirements.

The mean throughput, packet delay and packet-loss rate is calculated for each
snapshot and individual user session, i.e. the sequence of packets which has been
transmitted between a particular mobile terminal and the corresponding AP during
that snapshot. All results in this section are obtained from 10 independent snapshots.
The data sets from these snapshots are evaluated together using a histogram algorithm
(i.e. values are tabulated, grouped in 10 equally sized intervals and then averaged over
each group) to facilitate reading of the graphs. A 2nd order polynomial fit of the sam-
ple points is included in the plots.
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Office environment: The influence of the delay constraint on the maximum achiev-
able throughput is significant, shown in the left diagram in figure 6-7 and 6-8 respec-
tively. Delay-sensitive applications with Dmax = 10ms experience very high packet-
loss rates of up to 50% as packet traffic increases. The system performance for a 5%
packet-loss limit is far below the theoretically achievable throughput of 26.8Mbps in
the up-link and 107Mbps in the down-link (for the 64-QAM link-layer mode).

The system allocates the available resources unfair. It favors mobile terminals en-
joying a high SIR and aggressively removes packets from terminals with a poor link-
quality. Relaxing the delay constraint improves the throughput and reduces the
packet-loss considerably (see right diagram in figure 6-7 and 6-8 respectively), how-
ever at the cost of a higher average delay. Terminals with a poor link-quality can re-
transmit packets more often, increasing the probability of successful transmission and
hence the total system throughput. The estimated system capacities for the 5% packet-
loss limit are shown in table 6-4. Results indicate that the aggregate throughput of up-
and down-link with the relaxed delay constraint (100ms) approaches the performance
of a FDD system with comparable parameters (AP density and frequency reuse).
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Figure 6-7: Packet delay and packet loss vs. throughput in the office environment at 17GHz.
AP density: 3APs/100m2; Frequency reuse: 8; RI: regular installation; AI: arbitrary installation
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Figure 6-8: Packet delay and packet loss vs. throughput in the office setting at 60GHz. Frequency
reuse: 8; RI: regular installation with 5APs/100m2; AI: arbitrary installation with 7.4APs/100m2
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Shopping mall and campus environments: Results for the shopping mall and the
campus environments are similar to the outcome in the office environment. Infra-
structure densities and frequency reuse factors are appropriately adjusted according to
the conclusions from the FDD simulations in section 6.2. The impact of the deploy-
ment strategy is less pronounced than for a FDD system and the influence of the ran-
dom interference in the TDD system dominates the overall system performance
shown in figure 6-9. Noticeable however is the poor performance of the up-link in the
campus environment, which is very similar to the FDD system in the same environ-
ment (see figure 6-6 for comparison). The discussion regarding the influence of the
delay parameter applies in the same way as for the office environment.
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Figure 6-9: Packet delay and packet loss vs. throughput in the shopping mall (left) with
6APs/1000m2 and in the campus environment (right) with 4.2APs/10.000m2.

Frequency reuse: 10; RI: regular installation; AI: arbitrary installation

Preliminary conclusions for the TDD system: An important motivation for studying
a TDD system is its greater flexibility. The refined packet-based simulation model
that we developed for analyzing the TDD system also reflects more accurately the
data traffic in a typical LAN. The results in this chapter therefore provide a more re-
alistic approximation of the performance of wireless LANs.

Table 6-4 shows the estimated system throughput for the different environments.
The critical parameter, which strongly influences the achievable data rate, is the delay
threshold for removing unsuccessfully transmitted packets from the queue. Generally,
a higher throughput can be traded for an increased delay. Although the TDD system
delivers quite high capacities, a FDD system should be preferred if strict delay re-
quirements and data rates close to 100Mbps are essential. The performance of the
proposed TDD implementation is acceptable if delay constraints are less stringent.
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AP density
[AP/100m2]

Freq.
reuse

Dmax

[ms]
Regular infrastructure

max. throughput/AP [Mbps]
Arbitrary infrastructure

max. throughput/AP [Mbps]
Office, 60GHz up-link down-link up-link down-link

5/100 m2 8 10 - 17.1 - -
5/100 m2 8 100 11.6 46.0 - -

7.4/100 m2 8 10 - - 3.7 14.5
7.4/100 m2 8 100 - - 11.7 47.9

Office, 17GHz up-link down-link up-link down-link
3/100 m2 8 10 5.5 22.3 4.6 20.8

3/100 m2 8 100 19.2 79.0 14.2 55.3

Shopping mall, 17GHz up-link down-link up-link down-link
6/1,000 m2 8 100 15.9 58.4 13.5 42.2

Campus, 17GHz up-link down-link* up-link down-link*
6.6/10,000 m2 8 100 6.8 80.5 4.0 69.0

Table 6-4: Throughput per cell for the TDD system.
*) Down-link transmission power: 30dBm.

6.4. Summary
The 17GHz band is a promising candidate for high-rate wireless systems for both in-
door and outdoor use. Data rates up to 100Mbps can be achieved and the required in-
frastructure densities for providing adequate coverage are acceptable due to the rela-
tively unproblematic propagation properties at 17GHz. Outdoor settings and spacious
indoor environments require some attention for the installation of APs and a rough
network planning (e.g. an inspection of the site by experienced personnel) is generally
beneficial.

A 60GHz system should be used only if extremely high capacities are required.
The main advantage of this frequency band is the large bandwidth available for unli-
censed operation. Achieving coverage requires typically a very dense infrastructure, at
least 1 AP in every room. Further, rather high frequency reuse factors must be applied
to keep co-channel interference at low levels. On the other hand, the dense infra-
structure allows neglecting almost any prior network planning. Hence, APs can be
installed wherever suitable as long as the infrastructure is more or less evenly distrib-
uted. Directional antennas are advantageous for achieving a relatively uniform illumi-
nation of the cell area and for suppressing interference form adjacent cells.

Orthogonal resource sharing is the preferred technique for both the multiple-access
scheme and the duplex method. The decision whether to use TDD or FDD corre-
sponds to a tradeoff between flexibility and system capacity. TDD can adjust dynami-
cally to varying up-/down-link traffic ratios, but is generally less efficient.

Four feasible system solutions emerged from the coverage and capacity analyses.
Table 6-5 shows a comparison of the systems regarding capacity and network de-
ployment costs based on the expected user populations in the different environments
and the infrastructure densities required for providing adequate coverage. The esti-
mates for the capacity per user imply a loss-less multiple-access scheme.
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Environment Office Shopping
Mall

Campus

Frequency band 60GHz 17GHz 17GHz 17GHz 17GHz

AP density [AP/103m2] 50 (74) 30 15 6 0.42

Avg. user density per 103m2 50 250 10

Network cost Ω [AP/user] 1.04 (1.48) 0.59 0.3 0.02 0.04

Available bandw. B0 [MHz] 500 200 200 200 200

Capacity [Mbps/B0/103m2] 915 (983) 300 (284) 146 (136) 11.7 (10.6) 19.5 (18.7)

Frequency reuse 8 (8) 8 (8) 8 (8) 8 (12) 8 (8)

Required bandw. [MHz] 400 (400) 400 (400) 400 (400) 400 (600) 400 (400)

Capacity [Mbps/channel] 88.5 (105) 125 (118) 121 (113) 107 (108) 120 (112)F
D

D

Capacity Φ [Mbps/user] 115 (195) 37 (35) 18 (17) 1.3 (0.9) 4.0 (3.7)

Frequency reuse 8 (8) 8 (8) - 8 (8) 8 (8)

Required bandw. [MHz] 400 (400) 400 (400) - 400 (400) 400 (400)

Capacity [Mbps/channel] 57.6 (59.6) 98.2 (69.5) - 74.3 (55.7) 87.3 (73.0)T
D

D

Capacity Φ [Mbps/user] 74.6 (110) 29.1 (20.6) - 0.9 (0.7) 2.9 (2.4)

Table 6-5: Analysis of network costs and capacities for the different environments.
Results for the regular infrastructure are listed first, followed by
the results for the arbitrary installation, shown in brackets (…).

A comparison of the available and required system bandwidth at 17GHz shows that
operating a network with a frequency reuse factors larger than 4 is not feasible. The
fact suggests applying for more unlicensed spectrum if high-rate wireless services
should be offered in the 17GHz band. Spectrum management is however beyond the
scope of this work. We will scale instead -for the purpose of this comparison- the ca-
pacity results according to the ratio of available and required bandwidth to facilitate a
fair comparison of the performance of the different systems. Normally, it is not possi-
ble to use fractional channels in a cellular network. However, we assume that the
system efficiency remains approximately constant if the bandwidth of the air-interface
is reduced, e.g. by lowering the number of OFDM carriers. The 17GHz FDD system
with an infrastructure density of 30 APs per 1,000m2 (regular-deployment) in the of-
fice environment for instance achieves a channel throughput of 125Mbps, but requires
8 channels of 50MHz and hence 400MHz system bandwidth. With only 200MHz
available, the capacity is scaled by a factor of 0.5 down to 62.5Mbps.

The results are shown in figure 6-10, illustrating that the system capacity Φ in-
creases almost linearly with the infrastructure cost Ω, given that the appropriate fre-
quency band, deployment method and infrastructure density is chosen. Particularly the
points for the dense and the sparse AP placement in the office environment show that
gradually adding more APs increases the average throughput per user. Likewise, more
users at a constant data rate could be supported by the system.

The FDD system performs slightly better since the interference between up- and
down-link in the TDD system reduces the signal quality and hence the channel
throughput.
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Figure 6-10: Achievable system capacity as a function of the infrastructure cost.

Deployment strategy: A definite answer to the question “Which of the investigated
deployment strategies should be preferred?” cannot be given. We observed that user-
deployed networks, where APs are almost randomly dispersed, typically require a
higher infrastructure density for achieving sufficient coverage. This result is evident
considering that any form of sophisticated network planning should reduce the prob-
ability of coverage gaps considerably, compared to the simple set of rules we defined
for the user-deployment scenarios. However, this study allows quantifying the per-
formance losses in the different environments.

Comparison with HiperLAN/2: The objective of this study is to investigate different
deployment methods for a generic wireless system in a number of typical usage sce-
narios. The analysis of the results becomes however a difficult task if complex radio
resource management schemes are employed, where different algorithms often coun-
teract similar problems and thus have mutually intensifying or weakening effects.
Hence, suitable simplifications have been introduced and motivated in sections 4.4
and 6.1 to facilitate correct interpretation of the results, but also reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the simulations carried out during this study. We will evaluate
now the accuracy of the results and conclusions in this thesis by comparing them with
a practical system under similar conditions. The most suitable candidate for such a
comparison is certainly HiperLAN/2.

Simulations for a HiperLAN/2 system and the corresponding results are published
in [30]. The considered environments are quite similar, however not fully compatible
with the settings analyzed in this thesis. Further, HiperLAN/2 uses a different band-
width allocation at 5GHz with 19 sub-bands of 20MHz each. We need to scale the
results properly to allow fair comparison of the system performance and use appropri-
ate caution for the judgment. Table 6-6 provides a summary of the system parameters
and performance results from [30] together with the equivalent figures for the TDD
system from sections 6.2 and 6.3. The table shows also the adjustments made for
scaling the results and obtaining corresponding performance indicators.
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Environment Office Exhibition hall Office Shopping mall

Frequency band 5GHz 17GHz

Up-/down-link traffic 25% / 75% 20% / 80%

Max. EIRP 23dBm 20dBm

Noise figure 11dB 7dB

Power control -55dBm up-/down-link target -

Slow fading 2dB log-normal shadowing model (appendix C)

System bandwidth [MHz] 19 x 20 = 380 200

Frequency reuse 8 8 8 (8)* 8 (12)*

Service area [m2] 4,350 57,600 540 12,000

Number of APs 8 16 16 72

AP density [AP/103m2] 1.84 0.28 30 6

Cell throughput [Mbps] 49 27 98.2 (69.5)* 74.3 (55.7)*

Alterations:

Expected load [users/AP] 1.69 41.6 1.69 41.6

Number of users in the system ≈14 ≈665 27 3000

User density per 103m2 3.1 11.6 50 250

Network cost Ω [AP/user] 0.59 0.024 0.59 0.024

Capacity Φ [Mbps/user] 36.2 0.82 29.1 (20.6)* 0.9 (0.7)*

Table 6-6: Comparison of the 17GHz TDD system with HiperLAN/2.
*) Regular-deployment results are listed first; figures for user-deployment are shown in brackets (…).

The results of the comparison are shown in figure 6-11. At first glance, both the
17GHz TDD system and HiperLAN/2 achieve similar performances.
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of the results with a hypothetical HiperLAN/2 system.

However, a number of issues have been greatly simplified in the TDD system. For
instance, a rather optimistic value of 7dB was assumed for the noise figure in the re-
ceiver amplifier of the 17GHz TDD system, whereas 11dB are specified for Hiper-
LAN/2. On the other hand, no power control is implemented, giving in turn Hiper-
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LAN/2 an advantage since the power control algorithm reduces the interference level
in the network considerably. Estimating the improvement in system capacity is still
difficult and the particular propagation properties in higher frequency bands do not
allow straightforward extrapolation of performance gains found in cellular systems at
lower frequencies.
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7. Implications on the
Design of Wireless Systems

  _________________________________________________________    

This chapter provides a summary of the experience form the coverage and capacity
studies with respect to the design and configuration of wireless LAN networks. It fo-
cuses on hardware and implementation issues for the AP devices. Further, some im-
portant requirements for the radio resource management algorithms are discussed. The
Infostation concept will be introduced as a promising solution for the coverage prob-
lems identified in this study.

7.1. Directional Antennas
In a wireless communication system, it is desirable to achieve a uniform illumination
of the entire cell area so that a mobile terminal experiences an adequate signal quality
independently of its position within the cell. This led in the case of macro-cellular
systems to high antenna towers with dedicated, expensive antennas and amplifier
equipment. This approach is not feasible for wireless LAN systems and a detailed
motivation for this argument was provided in section 2.7. Still, the cell coverage can
be improved to some extent by using appropriate antennas, depending on how the AP
is installed.

Two different antenna types are used in the ray-tracing simulations. APs mounted
on a wall (somewhat above the expected positions of the mobile terminals) should ra-
diate most of the energy away from the wall with a downward tilted antenna lobe. The
planar TM01-mode 7x1-element patch antenna shown in figure F-2 in appendix F pro-
vides this characteristic. A ceiling-mounted AP should have a circular radiation pat-
tern, but compared to a wall-mounted AP radiate more energy downwards due to the
larger height difference between AP and mobile terminal. The optical-lens antenna
with a sec(ϑ)2-radiation characteristic shown in figure F-1 does not only achieve that,
but also maintains a relatively constant received power level throughout the design-
radius.

We observed in section 6.2, when evaluating the performance of the FDD system,
that arbitrarily dispersed, wall-mounted APs achieve in some situations a higher
throughput than regular placed and ceiling-mounted APs. Results from the coverage
analysis in section 5 however suggested the contrary. Figure 6-4 for the shopping mall
environment shows a good example. We suppose that the attenuation in the back-lobe
of the TM01-mode patch antenna effectively suppresses interference from neighboring
cells and hence improves the SIR. Due to the complexity of the whole system, it is
difficult to judge what effect actually causes the improved performance of the wall-
mounted APs in these cases. We will quantify in the following simulation this effect
and show that directional antennas indeed achieve a noticeable reduction of inter-cell
interference.

The attenuation of the back lobe for the TM01-mode antenna is more than 20dB
over an angle of 180°. Hence, we can simplify the antenna by assuming a half-sphere
reception characteristic. The total received field strength from potential interferers,
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uniformly distributed around the AP, is approximately halved, while the wanted signal
remains unchanged. The interference power should be reduced by approximately 6dB.

For the following simulation, we install both antenna types in the same office envi-
ronment and measure the received interference power from other APs. Shadowing
effects (self-shadowing and obstacles) as well as noise are neglected. Further, only
APs in the middle of the office setting are considered, since the APs in the outer
rooms do not receive any external interference and would hence bias the outcome of
the simulation. The results in figure 7-1 show indeed that wall-mounted APs experi-
ence a lower inter-cell interference, although the effect is not as strong as expected.
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Figure 7-1: Inter-cell interference (noise is neglected, office environment, 5AP/100m2).

Specifically adapted antennas are generally advantageous, since they provide an ap-
proximately uniform illumination of the cell area and can efficiently reduce inter-cell
interference. However, different antenna types with specific radiation patterns are
necessary for the various installation methods. Hence, consumer product APs should
be equipped with detachable antennas and ship with aerials suitable for both wall- and
ceiling installation.

7.2. Wired Backbone Access:
We assumed in section 2.4 that APs can be set up wherever a connection to the wired
backbone network is available. This requires that APs are equipped with suitable in-
terfaces (hard- and software) to allow connection to different networks, such as tradi-
tional LAN systems, cable TV or fiber-optic networks, digital subscriber lines (DSL)
or fixed wireless access systems (LMDS, MMDS). A PC-card socket might for exam-
ple provide a sufficiently versatile interface, which allows to plug-in a range of
adapter cards for different backbone networks.

7.3. Radio Resource Management Algorithms
The conclusions in this thesis are based on set of basic schemes for the radio resource
management since the main objective is to investigate propagation and coverage
problems as well as deployment strategies for wireless systems. However, a number
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of important requirements can be identified from the observations made during the
system simulations.

Distributed frequency-/channel-allocation: An inherent problem for resource man-
agement algorithms in wireless LANs is the lack of a central entity to coordinate the
network. A wireless LANs is typically installed ad-hoc and comprises a number of
identical nodes. Therefore, distributed algorithms for establishing frequency reuse
plans “on-the-fly”  are essential. A simplified version of the channel segregation
method [78] was used in the capacity analysis in section 6.2 and 6.3 and achieved ac-
ceptable results.

Assuming total independence of all APs might be somewhat pessimistic. APs
within a specific area (for example on a floor in an office building or in the rooms of a
shop or warehouse) will be often connected to a common backbone LAN. Hence, APs
can coordinate to some extent their radio resource allocation as suggested by the
bunch concept [71]. The approach is discussed in [25] and the authors expect large
capacity gains by using bunching, particularly when combined with dynamic channel
allocation and pricing schemes. The bunch concept can reduce at the same time the
network-planning costs considerably. However, this problem is not quite relevant in
the context of user-deployed networks. Instead, bunching can mitigate the effects of
misplaced APs and inappropriate installations.

Coexistence and spectrum sharing: The use of unlicensed spectrum for the operation
of wireless LANs requires some means to ensure peaceful coexistence of different
devices and networks using the same frequency band in the same environment. Chan-
nel access policies such as “listen before talk” or power control schemes that mini-
mize interference to other devices are discussed in [79] and [80]. The basic rules for
using unlicensed spectrum are summarized in the Spectrum Etiquette.

The choice of an appropriate air interface has also impact on the system perform-
ance. A study in [81] showed that for example direct-sequence CDMA systems are
more sensitive to “hostile”  interference than frequency hopping systems, which there-
fore should be preferred. The interference problem in CDMA is present also in a cel-
lular network where the operator obtains exclusive access to a frequency band by
means of a spectrum license, but here it is controlled by careful network (interference)
planning. Wireless systems for unlicensed frequency bands should be designed gener-
ally for maximum robustness.

Diversity and Virtual Cellular Networks: The small cell size, particularly at 60GHz,
and the high absorption losses of common building materials cause extreme fluctua-
tions of the signal levels for mobile terminals in typical indoor settings. The analysis
of the Keenan-Motley propagation model in appendix G shows that the variance of
the received power could be as high as 26dB. This either causes strong variations in
the quality of the wireless link or requires fast and complex power control algorithms
to counteract these effects.

An alternative approach, the Virtual Cellular Network (VCN) concept, has been
published first in [82] and further investigated in [83]. The idea is to set up suffi-
ciently many APs so that a mobile terminal at any time receives adequate signals from
at least one, possibly several APs. The signal destined to this mobile is then simulcast
from all surrounding APs and -with the help of a suitable air-interface- combined at
the receiver. The same method can be applied to the up-link. In this case, the signal
contributions arriving at the different APs need to be collected and post-processed in a
central entity.
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The performance of a VCN in a 60GHz wireless LAN system has been analyzed in
[68]. Results show that the considered OFDM-DQPSK air-interface creates an error
floor at a BER of 10-3 under heavy shadowing. This error floor can be reduced by us-
ing a VCN with two APs. An independent investigation in [84] confirmed the results
for a similar 60GHz OFDM system, showing a significant reduction in average BER
and outage probability.

Intelligent relaying and multi-hopping: The coverage analysis showed that particu-
larly 60GHz systems have difficulties achieving sufficient coverage and hence a rela-
tively dense infrastructure is required. Larger rooms in the office environment require
2 APs to overcome shadowing problems and provide sufficient diversity, allowing
mobiles to hand-over to another AP in case the Line-of-Sight is obstructed. We as-
sume in this study that all APs are connected to the wired backbone network, which
we consider loss-less and sufficiently fast to cope with the high data rates transmitted
over the air-interface. A typical office environment can provide an adequate number
of LAN outlets, in contrast to an average home that may have just a single broadband
connector. Intelligent multi-hopping schemes can offer a solution to this problem. APs
can be placed wherever convenient, as long as at least one has access to the backbone
network. It will act as a central hub and all other APs without backbone access com-
municate with the hub via radio-links. The approach is particularly attractive for the
60GHz band, which offers sufficient capacity for relaying the high-rate data streams.

A commercial wireless system, the Metricom Ricochet3 mobile data network, uses
the same principle, offering 128kbps Internet access through PC-card modems in a
number of cities and metropolitan areas in the USA. The network comprises a large
number of APs mounted on lampposts, with only a limited number being connected to
the wired backbone and acting as a hub. Communication from and to the hubs takes
place by relaying data packets between the APs.

The main difficulty for this type of networks is the routing of data packets, par-
ticularly when reaching the hub involves several hops. In [85], the authors show that
the problem is NP-complete and propose appropriate heuristics. The routing causes
for practical implementations typically a large overhead for finding and updating the
network topology.

7.4. Implementation Margins
The cost of wireless terminals and APs are influenced by various factors. Improved
functionality or specific features increase not only the price of a device, but also its
perceived value for the customer. Less tangible is however the quality of the imple-
mented components. Using high-end amplifiers and filters or implementing advanced
signal processing algorithms will certainly yield better functioning devices (particu-
larly when operating under difficult conditions) but also add considerable costs. It is
essential for manufacturers of consumer electronics to find reasonable price-
performance tradeoffs. We analyze in this section, how the implementation margins
influence the system performance in order to aid this decision-making process.

Particularly critical for wireless devices is the quality of the unit combining the
antenna and the radio front-end. It converts the electromagnetic waves into electric

                                                 
3 More information about the Metricom Ricochet network and the offered services can be found at:

www.ricochet.com
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currents and any losses in this part cannot be recovered later. A common quality indi-
cator for this unit is the noise figure, which is the ratio of the output noise power to
the thermal noise at its input. Thus, it is equivalent to the amount of noise introduced
by the unit itself. A high noise figure reduces the system performance since the signal
detector is unable to extract weak signals, which then are covered by noise.

The following figure 7-2 shows the influences of the noise figure on the SIR for a
60GHz wireless LAN system in the office environment. An infrastructure density of
5 APs per 100m2 (random-deployment) is assumed. Shadowing is included in the
simulations with the self-shadowing model (section 4.3) and a random obstacle den-
sity of 1 person per 20m2 (appendix C).
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Figure 7-2: Impact of the noise figure on the down-link SIR for a system with
5 APs/100m2 and a frequency reuse of 4 at 60GHz in the office environment.

The median SIR is listed in table 7-1 together with the mean throughput, which is cal-
culated by mapping the SIR onto the link-layer results shown in figure 4-11. All re-
sults in chapters 5 and 6 are based on a noise figure of 9dB.

Up-link Down-linkNoise figure
Median SIR Mean throughput Median SIR Mean throughput

5dB 24.5 98 31.5 110.2
9dB 20.8 82 27.9 105.3

15dB 16.3 54.3 24.7 96.3

Table 7-1: Median SIR and mean throughput for both up- and down-link
with different noise figures for a system operating at 60GHz in the office environment.

7.5. Systems with Discontinuous Coverage
A number of applications actually do not need a sustained high-rate data channel. The
“killer”  application for wireless communications during the past few years has been
mobile telephony, which sets very strict latency requirements. However, a user send-
ing for example e-mails does not expect the message to arrive at the recipient’s com-
puter immediately after pressing the Send button. Instead, the e-mails can be buffered
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and sent whenever the user passes an area with sufficient wireless coverage. The ap-
proach also lends itself for time-plan or address-book synchronization as well as file
downloads. In [76], the authors describe a range of scenarios and the resulting re-
quirements for the design of such a wireless system with discontinuous coverage, also
called Infostation concept.

We will study the performance of a hypothetical Infostation network in a situation
where a wireless LAN failed to achieve sufficient coverage according to the require-
ments set in chapter 4.7. The system operates in the 60GHz band and uses a transmis-
sion power of 20dBm. The mobile terminal moves at a speed of vMT = 1m/s and a
height of 1m above street level along the trace shown in figure 7-3. We assume a
shadowing density of 1 person per 100m2 and self-shadowing according to the model
described in section 4.3. 19 APs are installed (4.2 APs per 10,000m2) in an arbitrary
fashion and at a height of 3m above the ground. Interference is neglected and the SIR
is sampled at 0.1s intervals.
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Figure 7-3: Route of the mobile terminal, arbitrarily placed Infostations (campus environment).

The results in figure 7-4 show the instantaneous data rates during a 60min period to-
gether with the mean throughput obtained by time-averaging the instantaneous data
rate over a 3min interval. The long-term average throughput for the entire simulation,
which lasted approximately 3 hours, is 10.5Mbps and the variance σ of instantaneous
data rate was estimated with 22.9Mbps. The cumulative distribution indicates that a
throughput of at least 20Mbps could be achieved during 20% of the time.
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Figure 7-4: Instantaneous and time-averaged data rates during a 60min interval (left) and the
cumulative distribution of the link-layer throughput for the entire 3 hour simulation (right).

A significant average throughput can be achieved and hence substantial data traffic
can be carried by a wireless system providing discontinuous coverage. The main diffi-
culty is to utilize efficiently the relatively small coverage pockets, which however al-
low rather high peak data rates. Important in these situations are a fast acquisition of
the available signal when approaching the AP and a quick synchronization between
mobile terminal and AP, so that the cached data can be transferred before the terminal
leaves the coverage pocket.

This approach allows exploiting frequencies which otherwise are not suited for
outdoor environments. Thus, it can increase the spectrum utilization and could free
resources in other frequency bands by redirecting delay-insensitive traffic via the
Infostations. Further, it is conceivable to make use of parasitic propagation effects, for
example exploiting signals leaking through doors or windows onto the streets.
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8. Conclusions
  _________________________________________________________    

8.1. Summary
This thesis investigates problems related to the installation and operation of wireless
communication networks for services requiring very high data rates. A central point of
the thesis is the observation that network planning, antenna site acquisition as well as
physical installation and wiring of the base stations, or Access Points (APs), contrib-
ute a major share to the overall deployment costs. On the other hand, prices for wire-
less hardware, such as the APs or the radio interfaces in the mobile terminals, are
continuously decreasing. The thesis aims at showing that a wireless network can be
installed in an ad-hoc fashion while still guaranteeing reliable coverage and an ade-
quate Quality-of-Service.

The thesis starts with an analysis of future trends and scenarios, which allow an-
ticipating the expectations of prospective customers regarding wireless applications
and the usage of wireless devices. Suitable assumptions and requirements are derived
from the results of the scenario study, which then are used to define a framework for
the infrastructure needed to provide the expected services. A fundamental constraint
for future wireless systems is the price/performance ratio. Traffic volumes are likely
to be very high while costs should be kept at a very low level to reach mass-market
scale. Further, potential products should be versatile, easy to use and quick to install.

A network architecture, which is similar to that of today’s wireless LANs, offers
the required degree of flexibility and simplicity. Wireless LANs can be deployed in an
ad-hoc fashion. They integrate with common wired backbone networks and the de-
vices are consumer products with accordingly small price tags. However, current
wireless LAN products cannot offer the capacities we anticipate for future applica-
tions, reaching data rates up to 100Mbps per user. Further, the question regarding the
network deployment cost remains unanswered as long as we cannot quantify the in-
frastructure densities that need to be installed for achieving ubiquitous coverage.

A number of characteristic situations are identified where customers most likely
will expect wireless services in the future. The technical specification for a prototype
wireless LAN system is proposed after investigating wireless propagation problems at
frequencies around 17 and 60GHz. These frequency bands have been suggested for
operating wireless LANs and offer sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the antici-
pated services. The performance of this system is then evaluated in the different usage
scenarios.

Specific attention is paid to the deployment of the wireless systems. Installation
and wiring are expected to contribute a large share to the total network cost, with
prices for APs already being reasonably low. Therefore, the possibilities of letting the
customers install the infrastructure without prior network planning are investigated.
The performance of these user-deployed systems is then compared to networks with
properly installed APs. The experiences from the coverage and capacity studies are
formulated as recommendations and guidelines for the design, installation and opera-
tion of future wireless LAN systems.
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8.2. Discussion
User-deployment is for micro- and pico-cellular systems a viable alternative to care-
fully planned networks where APs are wired and set up by experienced service per-
sonnel. Generally, a slightly higher infrastructure density is required to compensate
for the lack of network planning. Still, user-deployment possibly will be the favorite
approach in many situations when considering the total investments for installing a
wireless communications network. We assume that the cost of manpower, particularly
for highly paid specialists, and expenses for laying cables will stay at current levels or
perhaps even increase, while hardware prices, such as for APs, are decreasing con-
tinuously. Hence, the potential cost savings due to avoiding coverage, capacity and
frequency planning as well as antenna site acquisition can be large compared to the
additional expenses for extra APs.

Dense networks in typical indoor situations generally are well suited for user-
deployment. A large overlap of cells guarantees adequate coverage even if a number
of APs are misplaced or inappropriately installed. Further, a sufficient number of
outlets for wired backbone networks usually are available indoors. Outdoor situations
with sparsely placed APs mostly require coverage planning and the user-deployment
approach is not appropriate. Hybrid environments such as shopping malls, train sta-
tions or airports often can be equipped with wireless networks after just carrying out
some coarse network planning. This can be done by letting experienced personnel in-
spect the site and select appropriate places for setting up the APs. However, no de-
tailed propagation modeling and capacity simulations will be needed.

The system architecture proposed in this study is based on a 128-carrier OFDM
air-interface, featuring a basic link-adaptation scheme with three modulation types.
We assumed packet-based data traffic and analyzed the performance of two different
duplex methods, the more flexible TDD and the slightly more efficient FDD scheme.

Major problems for achieving reliable coverage are caused by shadowing due to
persons walking inside the cell and the high propagation loss at 17 and 60GHz.
Hence, different environments and user densities require adapting the number of in-
stalled APs accordingly. Results range form 1 AP per 13m2 for a 60GHz system oper-
ating in a crowded office environment to 1 AP per 2400m2 for a sparsely populated
17GHz outdoor network.

The selection of an appropriate frequency band, the required infrastructure density
or the suitable installation method depend on economical constraints, the expected
capacity demand, the characteristics of the environment and the business model of the
network owner or operator. However, wireless data rates close to 100Mbps per cell
can be provided in most cases. The system complexity per se is not prohibitively high.
Orthogonal duplex and multiple-access schemes achieve sufficient performance for
reaching the target data rates. The following design choices need to be considered
carefully in order to achieve a suitable trade-off:

Frequency band versus capacity/coverage: A wireless network operating at 17GHz
provides better coverage with fewer APs than a 60GHz system. The difference in the
required infrastructure density ranges from a factor of 5 for Line-of-Sight communi-
cation up to a factor of 7 for densely constructed areas, e.g. in the office environment.
The capacity limitations for a 17GHz system are caused mainly by the restricted
bandwidth for unlicensed services. In contrast, the large bandwidth available at
60GHz allows offering very high capacities per cell. This conclusion takes into ac-
count the spectrum allocation for unlicensed operation as published in [52].
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Installation approach: In densely built-up environments, constructed from solid and
highly electromagnetic absorbent materials, some basic network planning is necessary
and the positioning of the APs requires some caution and experience. User-
deployment produces unreliable coverage and often involves substantially more APs
to compensate for the lack of network planning.

Lightly built-up environments, constructed form less electromagnetic absorbent
materials (wood, gypsum, glass, etc.), need less attention for installing the infrastruc-
ture as long as APs are rather uniformly distributed in the entire area.

The following figure 8-1 summarizes the tradeoffs concerning the selection of an ap-
propriate frequency band and installation method. Providing very high capacities un-
der difficult propagation conditions involves extremely dense infrastructures, perhaps
tailor-made technical solutions. It brings up the question of the economical feasibility.
It might not be possible, for example, to deliver individual video-conferencing
streams of 100Mbps to all passengers in a spacious airport waiting-hall. The required
number of APs and the resulting excessive interference levels will call certainly for an
alternative solution.

Propagation conditions

Capacity
demand

DifficultUnproblematic

High

Low

17 GHz systems,
ad-hoc installation

17 GHz systems,
network planning

60 GHz systems,
ad-hoc installation

Economical
feasibility?

Figure 8-1: Network deployment approaches in different environments.

Flexibility versus capacity: Frequency duplex (FDD) systems are more efficient,
since they effectively avoid interference between up- and down-link. Hence, the
achievable data rates with the same infrastructure density are generally higher.

Time duplex (TDD) provides more flexibility and allows changing the up-/down-
link traffic ratio dynamically and individually for all cells, however the interference
across duplex channels reduces the throughput per cell and hence the network capac-
ity.
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8.3. Contributions
The important contributions in this thesis are:
• This work is a systematic analysis of the coverage characteristics and capacity

performance of large-scale networks operating in unlicensed frequency bands with
an infrastructure that is set up wherever wireless communication services are
needed. Specific attention is paid to the different installation methods and the con-
sequences for the network performance.

• Suitable assumptions and requirements for future wireless systems are derived
from a Future Scenario study. The major findings can be summarized by: 1.) A
trend towards much higher data rates; 2.) Ubiquitous wireless access; and 3.)
Flexibility of both services and devices.

• Arbitrarily dispersed, user-deployed infrastructure can offer reliable wireless
communication services in typical indoor situations. A slightly higher density of
APs is required to compensate for the lack of network planning. The costs in terms
of installed APs per serviced customer for a user-deployed network do not exceed
the costs for a properly planned and installed network by more than a factor of 2.
In most of the studied cases, only marginally higher investments are necessary.

• The user-deployment approach should not be applied for outdoor networks or
systems with large cells and sparse infrastructure. Instead, appropriate coverage
and capacity planning methods shall be used.

• The networks can achieve very high data rates, well above 100Mbps per user, if a
sufficiently dense infrastructure is installed and the 60GHz frequency band is
used. Still, network costs do not exceed a maximum of 2 APs per user for the
prototype system proposed in this work.

• Basic radio resource management schemes achieve adequate performance. Hence,
devices can be kept simple and low-cost implementation is possible. However,
attention should be paid to sufficiently flexible and dynamic channel-allocation
schemes and suitable antenna designs.

8.4. Future Work
This thesis is essentially a feasibility study about deployment strategies and possible
infrastructure architectures for future wireless networks that carry very high data rate
services. It calls for further research in a number of different directions. Questions re-
garding hardware or implementation issues are not covered in this study, as are busi-
ness models for network operators or the higher layer protocol design.

Concerning radio resource management, power control is the most evident topic to
be studied. The decentralized nature of a wireless LAN network makes power control
a difficult task, involving potentially large signaling traffic. However, it will affect the
system capacity by reducing the interference between adjacent cells. Lower frequency
reuse factors can be achieved and the spectral efficiency improved. Particularly inter-
esting are local optimization schemes, where mobile terminals and APs only consider
their closest neighbors when controlling their transmission power levels.

The channel assignment scheme, which was used to obtain a frequency reuse plan
for all simulations in this thesis, worked only in a semi-static fashion. A more flexible
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approach, adjusting the reuse pattern of the network during operation, can avoid dis-
advantageous interference situations and further improve the network capacity.

An advanced queue management, which considers information about the packet
delays and the link quality, can reduce the performance difference between the TDD
and FDD methods.
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Appendix A
Proposed Frequency Allocation

for Unlicensed Operation
  _________________________________________________________    

The Conference Européenne des administration des Postes et des Télécommunica-
tions (CEPT) issued in 1997 a recommendation CEPT/ERC/REC 70-03 E to propose
frequency bands for unlicensed operation of Radio LANs (RLANs) and Short Range
Devices (SRDs). The following table A-1 shows the part of the recommendation,
which is relevant for this thesis. Particularly important for the coverage and capacity
evaluations are the maximum levels for the Effectively Isotropic Radiated Power
(EIRP) in the different frequency bands as well as the total bandwidth B0 allocated for
unlicensed operation.

Frequency Band Total available
bandwidth B0

Maximum radiated
power levels (EIRP)

Remark

2.4
5.15
5.25

5.725
17.1
24.0
61.0
122
244

- 2.483GHz
- 5.25GHz
- 5.3GHz
- 5.875GHz
- 17.3GHz
- 24.25GHz
- 61.5GHz
- 123GHz
- 246GHz

83MHz
100MHz
50MHz
150MHz
200MHz
250MHz
500MHz

1000MHz
2000MHz

30dBm
30dBm
30dBm
14dBm
20dBm
20dBm
20dBm
20dBm
20dBm

RLANs, HiperLAN
HiperLAN
HiperLAN
non-specific SRDs
HiperLAN
non-specific SRDs
non-specific SRDs
non-specific SRDs
non-specific SRDs

Table A-1: Frequency bands proposed by CEPT for unlicensed operation [52].
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Appendix B
Wireless Broadband Systems

  _________________________________________________________    

This appendix should enable the reader to relate the work in this thesis to the state-of-
the-art technology and other ongoing research projects in wireless broadband commu-
nications. The following table B-1 lists the key technical parameters of the two cur-
rently dominating wireless LAN systems. They have been developed by international
standardization bodies, the IEEE 802.11 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., (IEEE) and the High Performance LAN, version 2 (HiperLAN/2) by
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Both are commercially
available, hence represent state-of-the-art technology.

Development of a first version of the IEEE 802.11 system started in 1990. Since
then, two new versions have been standardized, increasing the wireless data rates
from originally 2Mbps (physical layer) to 54Mbps. It shows nicely the technological
progress during the past 10 years and reflects the growing demand for higher data
rates. Technically, it resembles a wireless extension to the wired Ethernet.

Hiperlan/2 was “born” in a telecommunications environment as part of the stan-
dardization activities for a 3rd Generation Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem (UMTS). It fits into the UMTS Broadband Radio Access Network (BRAN), al-
lowing roaming between HiperLAN/2 and other 3rd Generation systems via a Conver-
gence Layer. Both HiperLAN/2 and the latest version of the IEEE 802.11 are harmo-
nized in key parameters for their air-interface.

Characteristic IEEE
802.11

IEEE
802.11b

IEEE
802.11a

HiperLAN/2

Spectrum 2.4GHz 2.4GHz 5GHz 5GHz
Physical layer rate 2Mbps 11Mbps 54Mbps 54Mbps
Layer 3 data rate 1.2Mbps 5Mbps 32Mbps 32Mbps
MAC, Media sharing Carrier sense – CSMA/CA Central resource con-

trol, TDMA/TDD
Connectivity Connection-less Connection-oriented
Multi-cast support Yes Yes
QoS support Limited (Point Control Function, PCF) ATM/802.1p/RSVP/

DiffServ (full control)
Frequency selection Frequency

hopping or
DSSS

DSSS Single carrier Single carrier, dynamic
frequency selection

Hand-over support Proprietary To be specified
Fixed network
support

Ethernet Ethernet, IP, ATM,
UMTS, FireWire, PPP

Link-quality control No Link adaptation

Table B-1: Comparison of the key technical parameters for the different IEEE 802.11 variants
and HiperLAN/2, as published in [26].
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In anticipation of future markets and further growing demand for wireless bandwidth,
a number of research programs are currently under way and the table B-2 provides a
brief overview about some projects.

Project Frequency
band

Wireless
bit rate

Operation
environment

Multiple
access

Modulation,
detection

WATMnet 2.4/5GHz 25Mbps Outdoor TDMA/
TDD

QPSK/GMSK
or OFDM

Magic WAND 5GHz 20Mbps Indoor, pico-
cellular
(20-50m)

TDMA/
TDD

16 carriers
OFDM,
8-PSK

AWACS 19GHz 70Mbps Indoor and out-
door, micro-/pico-
cellular
(50-100m)

TDMA/
TDD

OQPSK,
coherent de-
tection

SAMBA 40GHz 82Mbps Indoor and out-
door, micro-/pico-
cellular
(100-200m)

TDMA/
FDD

OQPSK

MEDIAN 62.1GHz 155Mbps Indoor, pico-
cellular
(10m)

TDMA/
TDD

512 carrier
OFDM,
DQPSK

Table B-2: Overview about wireless broadband research projects, published in [35].
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Appendix C
Shadowing Model

  _________________________________________________________    

Any person or object obstructing the Line-of-Sight (LoS) of a wireless communica-
tion link will cause a drop in the received signal power. Since randomly placed or
moving objects are difficult to include in propagation simulations (i.e. ray-tracing),
we develop a model, which allows calculating the probability that an individual ray
experiences shadowing. A random experiment can then be performed during the
simulation to determine whether a particular ray is attenuated or not. The following
figure C-1 shows the principal configuration to determine the shadowing probability
for a ray.

Rmax

R0

Shadowing region

Access Point,
Position 1

Obstacle

d

β(r)

r

Access Point,
Position 2

Access Point,
Position 3

Access point

Device

User

r0

Figure C-1: Shadowing model for randomly placed persons/objects inside a room.

We generally consider square rooms. For a first approach, however, we approximate
this square room by a circular cell with radius R0. Later, we will verify that this as-
sumption is sufficiently accurate for our purposes. Mobile terminals are uniformly
distributed in that cell so that the probability density of the radius r between AP and
mobile terminal becomes:

( )
2
0

2

R

r
rfR =  , with r0 ≤ r ≤ R0 (1)

A person inside a room is represented by a cylinder with a diameter d. The minimum
distance r0, at which this person still casts a shadow on the mobile terminal, depends
on the relative height difference between the AP, the mobile terminal and the person.
We assume that the mobile devices are carried around or are placed at a height of ap-
proximately 1m above the floor. Humans are 1.8m tall and APs are either installed at
a height of 1.8m (wall-mounted) or between 2 and 5m (ceiling-mounted). For the
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wall-mounted case, the probability that a direct ray reaches the terminal overhead a
person standing in the LoS becomes zero and hence shadowing is more likely to occur
in that situation. The shadowing angle

( ) 




=

d

r
r

2
arccot2β (2)

can now be used together with the probability density fR(r) to calculate the probability
Pr(S) that a shadowing event S occurs, i.e. that a ray of length r points into the shad-
owing region:
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The left graph in figure C-2 shows the analytically derived probability distribution
FR(r) for the circular approximation and the probability distribution obtained from a
Monte-Carlo simulations in a square room of equivalent size for the different AP po-
sitions. The approximation underestimates the radius typically by less than 20%,
hence slightly overestimates the shadowing effect.

In the right graph of figure C-2, the calculated shadowing probabilities Pr(S) are
shown as a function of the ray length r relative to R0 for the different AP positions
shown on the left side in figure C-1. The difference between the two installation
methods is clearly visible. For the ceiling-mounted AP (position 1), shadowing does
not occur until the person is at a distance of least 0.34R0 from the AP.
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Figure C-2: Calculated and the simulated distribution of the radius r between mobile and AP
(left) and shadowing probability (right) for the different AP positions from figure C-1.
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A single ray can encounter a number of obstacles on the way from the transmitter to
the receiver. We assume that, for a particular ray, these events are independent, hence
calculate the probability that a ray is attenuated n-times, given that M obstacles are
inside the room, according to the Binomial distribution:

( ) ( )( ) nMn
M SPSP

n

M
P −−





= 1 (4)

With this approximation, we underestimate the probability of multiple attenuation to
some extent. The case when a ray is attenuated, then reflected on a wall and encoun-
ters exactly the same obstacle again is neglected. Further, the assumption that rays are
attenuated independently is valid only under ideal conditions, i.e. for regular shaped
rooms with even walls and sufficiently large distances between transmitter, receiver
and obstacle. However, we will assume that the results from this model are suffi-
ciently accurate for obtaining reasonable values for the average received signal and
interference power, specifically when considering that the obstacles are moving ran-
domly. A more detailed analysis of the impact of shadowing on the channel impulse
response and the received power can be found in [68].
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Appendix D
Summary of the Parameter

for Air-Interface and Link-Layer
  _________________________________________________________    

The tables D-1 and D-2 provide a summary of the physical layer parameter used for
the simulations in this thesis.

Parameter for the OFDM air interface Value
Number of carriers NC = 128
System bandwidth B0 = 50MHz

Modulation schemes 4-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM

Noise figure 7dB (17GHz), 9dB (60GHz)

Coding Reed-Solomon RS(15,31) block code
Sampling rate fS = 50MHz

Carrier spacing ∆fC = 390kHz
Data rate per carrier RC = 360kbps

Symbol time TS = 2.77µs
Guard interval TG = 210ns

Maximum data rates 4-QAM: 44.6Mbps
16-QAM: 86Mbps
64-QAM: 136Mbps

Packet size 1500 Bytes

Table D-1: Parameter for the OFDM air interface.

Traffic model parameter Value
Number of data carriers ND = 124

Protocol overhead 5%
Up-link / down-link ration 20% / 80%
Maximum packet loss LPacket, max = 5%

Total number of bits per symbol time and
required time to transmit one packet (given in
brackets)

4-QAM: 120 bits (290.85µs)
16-QAM: 240 bits (145.42µs)
64-QAM: 480 bits (72.71µs)

Duration of a snapshot 1s
Interval between link-adaptation updates 20ms

Mean traffic per mobile terminal 10Mbps (Poisson-distributed packet arrival)
Maximum delay Dmax 10ms and 100ms

Table D-2: Traffic model parameter for the refined capacity analysis (TDD).
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Appendix E
Coverage Plots

  _________________________________________________________    

The following figures aim at giving an impression of the propagation situation for se-
lected AP installations in the different environments. They are by no means accurate
enough to draw conclusions regarding the coverage or achievable data rates. Instead,
they should provide a somewhat more intuitive explanation of the propagation prob-
lems encountered in wireless LAN systems.

Figure E-1 shows some good examples of the weak received signal in rooms with-
out an AP. The decay of the received power with increasing distance from the AP can
be observed along the streets in figure E-2. The impact of a 10cm-thick gypsum wall
on a signal at 17GHz can be understood by looking at the received signal strength in-
side and outside the six shopping booths in figure E-3.

In all figures, the dots represent APs and a gray-shaded square is equivalent to a
sample point for a mobile terminal position.
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Figure E-1: Coverage of the office environment at 60GHz with 16 APs installed at 1.8m height.
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Figure E-2: Coverage of the campus environment at 17GHz with 14 APs installed at 3m height.
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Appendix F
Antennas Used in the

Ray-tracing Simulations
  _________________________________________________________    

The antenna radiation patterns for access points are optimized [39] to provide the best
possible illumination of the intended cell area. Figure F-1 shows the optical lens an-
tenna for placement on the ceiling with a sec(ϑ)2-distribution of radiated power, cre-
ating circular cells. Figure F-2 shows a TM01-mode 7x1-element array for placement
in the corner of a room, creating quarter-circle shaped cells. Both antenna types have
a gain of approximately 8dBi. The radiation patterns of the mobile terminal antennas
are measured from a λ/4-monopole over a ground plane (figure F-3).
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Figure F-1: Magnitude [dB] of the optical lens antenna with sec(ϑ)2-radiation characteristic,
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Figure F-2: Magnitude [dB] of the TM01-mode 7x1-element patch antenna,
horizontal plane (left) and vertical plane (right).
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Appendix G
Parameter Estimation for
the Keenan-Motley Model

  _________________________________________________________    

The Keenan-Motley model [62] can be used to simulate indoor propagation if no in-
formation is available about the room geometry in the considered environment. It is
based on the assumption that a wall obstructs the line-of-sight communication with a
probability α, which depends on the density of walls per area unit. During this event,
the received signal will be attenuated by a factor W, the penetration loss caused by the
traversed wall. The resulting path loss L [dB] can be formulated as:

Wd
d

L ⋅⋅+




⋅= α

λ
π4

log20 (G-1)

where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver and λ the wavelength. The
problem with this model is usually to obtain sufficiently accurate estimates for α and
W. Our purpose is to reduce the computational complexity of the simulation by re-
placing ray-tracing with the Keenan-Motley model to estimate interference between
mobile terminals. We can therefore use the ray-tracing results to find suitable pa-
rameters, since the propagation between two terminals is not fundamentally different
from a wireless link between a terminal and an AP.

The probability of a wall intersection was obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation
with simplified replicas of the environments, which only contained walls. Results for
the office and the shopping mall environments are shown in figure G-1, together with
the least-square-error polynomial fit.
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Figure G-1: Expected number N of traversed walls as a function of the distance d for the office
environment (left) and the shopping mall environment (right).

After removing the deterministic free-space propagation part, we can then use a least-
square regression to estimate the average wall attenuation W and the variance σ of the
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shadowing-related path-loss component. The method has previously been suggested
[63], but here the authors also considered propagation between different floors in a
building. We neglect this effect, since the reinforced concrete typically used to con-
struct floors and ceilings effectively prevents penetration in the considered frequency
range. The parameter obtained for the office and the shopping mall environments are
listed in table G-1. The campus environment is not modeled, since propagation is es-
sentially LoS in an outdoor situation. We neglect here the effects of foliage,
streetlights or other potential obstacles. Further, we do not consider propagation from
outdoor-installed APs into buildings or vice versa. Therefore, the probability of en-
countering a wall is assumed to be zero in the campus environment.

Environment Expected number of wall
intersections α [m-1]

Mean attenuation per
wall crossing W [dB]

Variance σ [dB]

Office, 17GHz 0.231 6.9 17.8
Office, 60GHz 0.231 11.3 25.7
Shopping mall, 17GHz 0.047 9.2 19.8
Shopping mall, 60GHz 0.047 14.2 24.4

Table G-1: Parameter for the Keenan-Motley indoor propagation model.

Figures G-2 and G-3 show a scatter plot of received power samples for 17 and 60GHz
for the office and shopping mall environment, together with the Keenan-Motley path-
loss model from equation G-1. For producing path-loss data sets with this model for
the use in simulations, log-normal random variables with a mean αW and a variance σ
are generated.
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Figure G-2: Scatter plot of received power samples for the office environment,
together with the fitted Keenan-Motley path-loss model.
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Figure G-3: Scatter plot of received power samples for the shopping mall environment,
together with the fitted Keenan-Motley path-loss model.


